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leers' playoffs start tonight, see page 5 
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U.S. to consider 
sale of weapons 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan is preparing to ask 
Congress to approve the sale of |300 million in missiles to Saudi 
Arabia, congressional sources 
said yesterday. This request is 
likely to touch off another fight 
with Israel's supporters when it 
reaches Capitol Hill next week. 
Initially, Reagan was consid- 
ering a $1.1 billion deal, but 
trimmed the package at the 
suggestion of Republican lead- 
ers, who reportedly told the 
president a sale of such magni- 
tude might be blocked, accord- 
ingto anonymous sources. 
The package initially included 
(450 million in electronic equip- 
ment for American-built F-15 
and F-5 fighter planes and $250 
million in Black Hawk combat 
helicopters. The Saudis also 
wanted U.S. tanks and more 
F-15 lets. Because of Congres- 
sional opposition, however, the 
Saudis decided instead to buy 
Tornado fighters from Britain 
and West Germany. 
Republican leaders reportedly 
urged Reagan to trim the re- 
quest to Sidewinder and Stinger 
missiles on the theory that the 
deal might squeak through, the 
sources said. The president 
could then come back later and 
ask for more weapons. 
THE SIDEWINDERS are de- 
signed to be attached to the F-15 jets, while the Stingers are anti- 
aircraft missiles that could be 
fired by combat troops. 
Apart from the traditional ar- 
Cents that the Saudis are a 
s for moderation and stabil- 
ity in the Mideast and a good 
friend of the United States, this 
Eear's pitch to skeptical mem- 
ers of Congress will include the 
Iran-Iraq war. 
Iranian troops are "at the 
gates" of Kuwait, and the Saudis 
are committed to go to the de- 
fense of the smaller Persian 
Gulf country, said a State De- 
partment official. 
Conflict sends 
objects hurling 
by Valerie Ciplak 
staff reporter 
An assault involving two fe- 
male students and one male 
student prompted University po- 
lice to advise two of them to 
contact, the prosecutor to file 
charged 
Statements made by the three 
students indicate that the male 
student was visiting a female in 
McDonald West just after mid- 
night yesterday. The two were 
talking in the female's room for 
about an hour when a second 
female entered the room. 
Although the statements of the 
male and the second female 
differ, the two started off with 
an unfriendly conversation, said 
Bill Bess, director of public 
safety. 
"There were apparently bad 
feelings between the male and 
the second female," he said. 
THE REPORTS conflict as to 
who began the fight, but both 
admitted assaulting each other 
with various objects that were in 
the room. The female had an 
umbrella and began striking the 
male several tunes, the man 
alleged. She said the man threw 
a brush at her before she began 
assaulting him. 
Both reports stated, after sev- 
eral blows with the umbrella, 
the man grabbed the woman and 
threw her onto a bed. She then 
reportedly grabbed a radio and 
hit him over the head. 
The first female apparently 
asked the man to leave and 
escorted him out of the building. 
Someone who overheard the 
assault reported the incident 
and campus police arrived soon 
afterward. 
There were no injuries re- 
ported, Bess said. 
Grand Invitation 
Dave Deskins (standing), senior psychology/sociology major, reads a 
dinner Invitation to Lorri Beck,  senior  IPCO major, (far right). 
BG News/Jim Sakola 
After being told by Darrell Henthorn (not pictured), also a senior 
IPCO major, that she would receive a formal invitation, Lorri is 
embarrassed In front of the Prout cafeteria lunch crowd. 
Aquino to release political prisoners 
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - 
President Corazon Aquino's 
Cabinet took over yesterday 
amid announcements of the be- 
ginning of the release of political 
prisoners. 
The new government said hun- 
dreds of political prisoners held 
by the fallen Marcos regime 
could be freed next week, but 
extensive paper work slowed the 
process. 
Some political prisoners were 
freedyesterday, but only one of 
the 39 people on the list for 
immediate release actually had 
gone home by nightfall, said 
Armando Malay, head of a 
group of prisoners' families 
called Kapatid (Brother). 
Member's of the Cabinet an- 
nounced by Aquino on Wednes- 
day   assumed   their   posts 
yesterday, meeting with their 
predecessors and staff. 
Aquino's official spokesman, 
Rene Saguisag, told a news con- 
ference that a five-member 
committee was deciding the re- 
lease's on a case-to-case basis. 
Onions compete for classified staff 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
The Communication Workers 
of American/Council of Public 
Workers, a union establishing an 
office in Bowling Green for Uni- 
versity employees, is not the 
only union interested in rep- 
resenting the classified staff. 
Earlier this week, CWA/CPW 
announced it would be moving 
an office into the city to help 
workers with their unionizing 
efforts. 
In addition, the American 
Federation of State and County 
Municipal Employees plans to 
try to organize the employees, 
said John Toto, organizing pro- 
ject director of AFSCME. 
He said the union has re- 
quested a list of employees from 
the University which they hope 
to receive next week and some- 
time in March they will come to 
campus in an organizing effort. 
"We're going to organize," he 
said. "We're going after the 
universities now." 
D See Union, page 3. 
The first Students Against Multiple Sclerosis Aerobic-a-thon brought 
men and women to work out for a straight hour and a half at the 
BG Nm/ Alex Horvath 
Student Recreation Center Wednesday night. Chet Cunningham, senior 
RTVF major, lead the first session. 
) 
Students work out, 
raise funds for MS 
by Melissa McGilllvray 
staff reporter 
About 200 students exercised their fund-raising capabilities and 
their bodies in an "aerobicathon" at the Student Recreation Center 
Wednesday night. 
"Move With the Beat to Defeat MS," organized by Students 
Against Multiple Sclerosis, was a 90-minute workout aimed at 
raising money to research the crippling disease, said Bob Wade, 
chairman of SAMS. 
Participants collected pledges for each five minutes of the 
aerobicathon they completed, with most aerobicizers raising about 
$15 to $20 for the event, Wade said. 
"I was very pleased with the turnout. It seems like there was a lot 
of enthusiasm too," he added. 
He estimated SAMS raised about $1500-$3000 from the aerobica- 
thon, but didn't know the exact amount since all the sheets have not 
been turned in. 
All proceeds will go to the MS cause. 
THIS IS the first year for SAMS, and this is SAMS first aerobica- 
thon. 
"I'm pretty sure this event is one that will carry on," Wade said. 
Gene Wallace, a graduate student in college/student personnel 
and participant, thought the aerobicathon was a good idea. 
"In a sense, we're doing two things - we're getting stronger and 
we're helping others get stronger. IPs serving a two-told purpose," 
he said. 
Wallace, who raised about $65 to $70 in pledges, said he had never 
done aerobics before, but may start doing them regularly because 
he liked the aerobicathon. 
Participants who raised $10 in pledges will receive an aerobica- 
thon T-shirt, and other prizes were donated by local businesses for a 
drawing to be held after the pledges are turned in. 
Prizes include two albums from Finder's, a $15 gift certificate 
from Sundance, a $10 gift certificate from Uhlman's and hats from 
the Falcon House. 
The top pledge receiver will be awarded a $40 pair of Reebok 
aerobic shoes from the Falcon House. 
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Penalty is fitting 
Former University student Mark Messner was 
sentenced on charges of aggravated vehicular 
homicide Wednesday for the death of a University 
student. 
Messner hit Daniel Sipes, sophomore business 
and pre-law major from Marion, in December as 
Sipes crossed Wooster Street at the corner of South 
College Street. 
Sipes was in a coma after the accident and died 
thrpp (iuvs IHIPT 
The Wood County Common Pleas Court judge 
who sentenced Messner made a wise decision In 
suspending Messner's mandatory jail term and 
imposing a rehabilitative sentence. 
Charges of driving under the influence of alcohol 
were dropped against Messner after Sipes died so 
that homicide charges could be filed. Although the 
DUI charges were dropped, their consequences 
were earned through in the sentencing. 
Messner was sentenced to four years probation, 
he will have to serve 30 days in Wood County Jail 
and his license has been suspended for two years. 
But most importantly, he must serve as part of his 
sentence 300 hours of public service in an alcohol- 
awareness program. 
The 300 hours of service, part of which is to be 
spent talking with high school students across the 
slate, will do more good than having Messner 
incarcerated. 
Sending Messner to prison would accomplish 
nothing more than the waste of taxpayer's dollars 
and would allow neither Messner nor society in 
general the opportunity to learn from his experi- 
ence. 
Requiring him to tell his story to others will force 
him to relive the events of that evening and realize 
the tragic consequences of his actions. But the 
tragedy of Messner's story may be a lesson that 
willsave other lives down the line. 
Allowing Messner to rebuild his life and teach 
others the consequences of his action is a much 
greater benefit to society than shutting him off 
from society in a prison for up to five years. 
Just a few simple questions 
'American hero' 
self-made image 
by David H. Schmidt 
Hot dogs, apple pie and Chev- 
rolet. Or, could the latter be 
Chrysler? 
The recent firing of Lee Ia- 
cocca by Interior Secretary 
Donald Hodel has a few patriots 
bent out of shape - including 
Lee Iacocca. According to Ho- 
del, Iacocca was fired from his 
C'tion as chairman of the 
ue of Liberty-Ellis Island 
Centennial Commission because 
he got "too big for his britches." 
Hodel insisted that there was a 
potential conflict of interest be- 
tween Iacocca's role as chair- 
man of the governmental 
advisory commission and the 
position from which he was dis- 
charged. When the press, like 
they always do, hounded Hodel 
for more explicit reasons of the 
decision, Hodel simply replied 
that the matter was not subject 
to debate. Oh. 
Meanwhile, Iacocca is out- 
raged by Hodel's axe and is 
claiming that the discharge is 
"un-American." This leads us to 
3uestion whether Iacocca's un- 
erwear are off-white or a little 
too red, white and blue. 
Iacocca is definitely one of our 
more well-known national sons. 
Basically, he has gained this 
title by telling us he's our favor- 
ite son: "Buy Chrysler, 'cause 
it's made in America," he al- 
ways told us in his commercials, 
thus insinuating that if an Amer- 
ican buys a car from Japan, he's 
un-American. 
But how American is Iacocca? 
i We usually award this pompous 
title to someone who has per- 
formed some unprecedented act 
of achievement, or someone who 
has won in anything. Iacocca 
first received honorable Ameri- 
can mention when he bailed out 
the ailing Chrysler Corporation. 
How did he perform this mag- 
nanimous task? Easy. He 
leeched a billion bucks off his 
federal friends and went on TV, 
making us feel stars-and-stripes 
guilty if we didn't buy one of his 
K-cars. A real American hero. 
Of course, every great Ameri- 
can gets an autobiography (even 
if he or she can't write). Lee 
Iacocca gets one too. In fact, 
he's sold more copies of his book 
than he has cars off his lots. In 
his book, Iacocca, he states he is 
extremely worried about threats 
of foreign competition. Yes, 
we've got "big problems" here 
in America. 
Anyway, Iacocca remains dis- 
gruntled by the fact that he was 
canned by a guy who is 10 years 
younger than he is and is vir- 
tually anonymous on the list of 
great Americans like himself. 
President Reagan has shied 
from the event because it could 
§o either way and he'll endorse 
le way that's most accepted. 
Another great American. 
We're slipping, America, and 
'86 doesn't look too good. We've 
lost a space shuttle, which was 
tantamount to losing the Statue 
of Liberty, and now Iacocca is 
on the rocks. 
Boy, I can't wait for the base- 
ball season. 
Schmidt is a graduate student 
in philospohy from Rochester, 
Minn. 
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by Gregg Richardson 
I must confess to begin with 
that I find it difficult to under- 
stand foreign policy' 
Ever since President Reagan 
announced at the beginning of 
his term that, despite what the 
bad liberals had been telling us 
for years, there really were sim- 
ple answers ("just no easy 
ones"), I have resigned my sell 
to the belief that my inability to 
see all those simple answers 
must be due to the fact that I just 
don't share his powerful intel- 
lect. 
Jeane Kirkpatrick helped 
when she explained to me the 
difference between good author- 
itarian governments and bad 
totalitarian ones, and the presi- 
dent himself further clarified 
things when he exposed the se- 
crets of the Evil Empire and the 
Looney Tunes. 
But now I'm all confused 
again. I thought Baby Doc was 
our friend. Haven't we been 
giving him money? Weren't we just about to certify once again 
what fine progress he was mak- 
ing in improving human rights? 
If we like him, why did we help 
§ush him off the boat? And if we 
on't like him, why did we help 
him get away? 
And then there's Marcos. 
Why, didn't the president tell us 
a year ago that the only alterna- 
tive to Marcos was those com- 
munists? Where did he go 
wrong? He was just trying to 
hold a nice, quiet, fraudulent 
election like all of our other 
authoritarian friends. 
Reagan has even started say- 
ing bad things about South Af- 
rica. Now, I'm sure that I 
remember him telling us just a 
few months ago that they had 
solved most of their serious 
problems related to apartheid, 
which had been much like the 
segregation policies we had once 
back when, as he fondly remi- 
nisced in I960, "we didn't even 
know we had a race problem." 
I was thankful when the presi- 
dent alerted us to the dangers of 
international terrorism, but 
somewhat confused when he 
pledged to stamp out the source 
of terrorism in Central America, 
which was not the death squads 
of El Salvador or the army of 
Guatemala, each of which had 
been responsible for the deaths 
of thousands of people, but Nica- 
ragua, which, the State Depart- 
ment conceded, had never 
actually committed an act of 
terrorism, but looked as if they 
might do so any day now. 
So today the president is 
asking for $100 million to con- 
tinue funding an army of merce- 
naries, who over a period of four 
years have killed over 8.000 peo- 
ple, burned and bombed homes, 
schools and rural health centers, 
routinely shot down farmers 
harvesting their crops, assassi- 
nated community leaders and 
kidnapped scores of teenaged 
boys, Dut who are not terrorists. 
This summer, the administra- 
tion is planning a bang-up cele- 
bration for the Statue of Liberty, 
which says "Give me your tired, 
your poor, your huddled masses 
yearning to breathe free" or 
something to that effect, despite 
the fact that the administration 
is zealously deporting virtually 
every refugee from lie war in 
Central America and handing 
out stiff prison sentences to peo- 
ple who attempt to give them 
shelter. 
In Southeast Asia, we still, as 
far as I know, recognize the 
Khmer Rouge as the official 
government-in-exile of Kampu- 
chea. You remember them. 
They are communists who killed 
2 million to 3 million of their own 
people when they came into 
power in the late 1970s. (Well, 
maybe only a couple hundred 
thousand, depending on whether 
Sou believe Ronald Reagan or 
loam Chomsky. Who is the real 
authority? Reagan the actor or 
Chomsky the linguist? You fig- 
ure it out.) You see, they are 
trying to oust the communist 
government supported by the 
communist Vietnamese who are 
our enemies, because they are 
the enemies of the communist 
Chinese who are our friends, 
because they are the enemies of 
the communist Russians, who 
are our enemies. 
Please, how can I bleat "Four 
legs good, two legs bad." if 
nobody tells me who to bleat 
for? 
In Afghanistan, we are sup- 
porting the Shiite Moslem guer- 
rillas who idolize our enemy, the 
Avatollah Khomeini (who is one 
of the Looney Tunes, isn't he?) 
and bitterly hate Israel, whom 
we fervently support (appar- 
ently because they have some- 
thing to do with the Second 
Coming). 
But, just when I thought I was 
about to sink into the mire of 
liberal equivocation, along 
comes Jonas Savimbi a black 
man wearing a white hat. Here 
is a man of such virtue that one 
of Reagan's closest allies has 
already praised him as the "real 
leader of the free world," an 
encomium which does not bode 
well for George Bush in 1968. 
Savimbi is a career guerilla of 
Maoist background who is at- 
tempting to overthrow the 
Marxist government of Angola. 
He praises free enterprise when 
seeking aid from the United 
States, and pledges his commit- 
tment to socialism when hitting 
on the socialist government of 
Spain. 
So far most of this black re- 
bel's support has come from the 
racist government of South Af- 
rica. Now, Reagan has promised 
to help him sabotage American- 
owned Gulf Oil refineries, which 
are being defended by 30,000 
Cuban troops hired by the An- 
!;olan Marxists to protect Amer- 
can corporate interests in their 
country. Then, presumably, Sa- 
vimbi will hold free elections 
like Marcos and send the Cuban 
troops to Vermont to protect the 
armaments factories there from 
Bernie Sanders, the Socialist 
mayor of Burlington. 
Help, the pigs and farmers are 
all beginning to look alike to me. 
I guess I just don't have the 
moral vision of Ronald Reagan. 
Richardson is a research li- 
brarian at the University's Sci-. 
ence Library. 
Letters 
Painting the hails 
This letter concerns the forum 
held last week in Kreischer cafe- 
teria for the residents of the hall 
who do not wish to have their 
rooms painted this spring. 
We thank USG, especially 
Steve Russell, for helping us 
arrange the forum and attempt- 
ing to inform concerned stu- 
dents about the meeting with Dr. 
Karl Vogt and Mr. Pogan. We 
appreciate that they took the 
tune to answer our questions 
and discuss alternatives. 
Although we will still be incon- 
venienced by the painting of our 
rooms, we now better under- 
stand the reasons why the Uni- 
versity feels it must paint the 
dorms during the school year. 
We believe that our hall staff 
is handling our concerns inade- 
quately. We hope that in the 
future the people in charge of 
the painting will inform the stu- 
dents better and come up with 
an alternative to painting the 
rooms during the school year. 
Kelly ROM 
SM Batebelder 
Stacie Sponseller 
Ml Batebelder 
Let issue die 
I am truly surprised at bow the 
controversial ''racist" issue of 
the Theta Chi fraternity rush 
minstrel show has continued to 
drag on. Everything that has 
been printed for the last couple 
of weeks has tended to be ex- 
tremely emotionally-heated and judgmental. 
Clarification 
The committee seeking to 
bring a union to campus for the 
classified staff members ("La- 
bor union's efforts increase," 
Feb. 27) is not to be confused 
with the Classified Staff Council. 
1 find it appalling that so many 
are so quick to discriminate and 
label individuals or organiza- 
tions. As the only Alaskan In- 
dian in Bowling Green, I can 
empathize with racism. There 
are many encounters in which I 
have been labeled as incapable 
and an under-achiever because 
of my skin tone. 
Has anyone thoroughly inves- 
tigated this issue enough to sup- 
port their accusations? Was the 
actual intent to be racist preva- 
lent in the Theta Chi's lip-synced 
tribute to the Spinners? Has 
anyone, including individuals 
within Minority Affairs and the 
black fraternities, taken into 
account that a lot of this "racist 
issue" is more than likely blown 
out of proportion? How many 
more statements, editorials, ac- 
cusations and headlines made 
by students and the staff of the 
BG News want to make until 
they are satisfied? Hasn't this 
issue been run a little too deep 
into the ground already? 
Tony Franklin: Exactly what 
type of "strict disciplinary ac- 
tion" do you recommend be 
taken? Isn't it already bad 
enough that the Theta Cms have 
to endure all of the bad PR? 
STC1 
The Theta Chis have done 
their best in taking action for 
more awareness in racial issues 
including a printed apology to 
any party that had been of- 
fended. Also, that this might be 
a case of these minority groups 
"crying wolf' for the first time. 
Making the Theta Chis an exam- 
ple as a racist organization in 
itself is discrimination and a 
gross over-generalization for all 
of its members. 
Can't those individuals of the 
offended minority group just 
accept their apology gra- 
ciously?  . 
V. Lynn Todd 
OCMBJ134 
Wrong claims made? 
This Is in response to Susan 
McDonald's article on job inter- 
views (Feb. 26). How can she 
honestly claim that a high grade 
point average is ranked last for 
those applying for job inter- 
views? 
Granted, a high GPA may not 
be the only criterion when going 
for a top-level job, but today's 
job market doesn't have room 
for mediocrity. 
Talking to corporate presi- 
dents, one might be alarmed by 
the high expectations placed on 
the graduating senior. They will 
be making a huge investment 
upon hiring you. For example, 
the amount of time and money 
they will spend training those 
they hire can add up to thou- 
sands of dollars. 
Thomas O'Neil, president of 
Universal Hydraulics, said "We 
start by interviewing those stu- 
dents with a 3.5 GPA and above, 
because we only have a limited 
time to make a selection. We 
dont have the time to interview 
every possible candidate." 
Ideally, the employer is 
looking for someone who spent 
the time to get ahead in college 
by getting a high GPA and not 
those who spend every free mo- 
ment at Uptown or Mark's. 
John VarlJen 
Former Scholarship Dim-tor 
Phi Kappa Tan fraternity 
Editor's note: McDonald does 
not make any "claims" in her 
article. She is citing Information 
from other sources, In this case 
rankings compiled by Michigan 
State university's Placement 
Service. 
The News stands by the story. 
by Walt Emerine 
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No frills, glamour in job, 
but BG's mayor enjoys it 
Bellard works full-time for part-time pay 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
Anyone who is a voting citizen of Bowling Green 
may run for mayor of the city. But if a job with 
long hours and low pay doesn't sound appealing, 
another career choice may be necessary. 
Although the city charter stipulates the Job of 
mayor is only a part-time Job, Mayor Bruce 
Bellard works an average of 40 to SO hours a week, 
excluding the time spent with phone calls he 
receives at home. 
Bellard's salary is $8,500 a year or about $500 a 
month. He receives no expense account, no city 
car and no reimbursement for mileage or other 
miscellaneous expenses. 
But he says he wouldn't have it any other way. 
"Tliere are some people who feel the Job should 
pay more," Bellard said. "But I think it should be 
a Job someone wants, not Just something they are 
doing for the salary. They should feel they are 
doing something for the community." 
Some of his predecessors have had fewer hours 
to devote to the job of being mayor because of 
outside Jobs. But as a retired University profes- 
sor, Bellard said he doesn't have to rely on 
another job for additional income. 
"They had time to get the necessary things done 
and make the necessary decisions but had very 
little time to meet with the public," he said. "Time 
is not a problem for me because I don't have to 
rely on another job to make an income." 
"The charter calls for a part-time mayor, but I 
don't think this town deserves just a part-time 
mayor," he said. 
BUT JUST because the job is part-time doesn't 
mean the duties for which he is responsible are 
limited. 
"I am required to be present at all City Council 
meetings, but the law doesn't make any require- 
ments for such things as the Planning Commission 
or the Board of Public Utilities,'7 he said. "I 
probably attend 50 percent of the meetings of all 
the boards and commissions -1 go when I can 
go." 
Bellard is also responsible for making final 
decisions on personnel matters, contracts and 
budgets, he said. 
"I am also responsible for publicity functions 
such as the opening of a new store or visiting junior high'and elementary schools," he said. 
lite mayor also appoints members of boards 
and commissions and serves as a liaison with 
downtown business merchants. In addition, he is 
also able to perform marriages. 
The job does take its toll on his personal life 
though, Bellard said. 
"I have no private life," he said. "People call 
me as late as two in the morning with everything 
from party complaints, cable problems or prob- 
lems with their water supply." 
SUCH DEMANDS on his time will make the 
decision whether to run for re-election a difficult 
one, Bellard said. This is his fourth year as mayor, 
and also his fourth year without a vacation. 
"There are a lot of things we would like to do," 
he said. "For example, we have a cottage in 
Michigan and I have been there three times in the 
last two years and that was to mow the lawn. I 
haven't decided whether or not to run again, but 
the decision to run would be a difficult one." 
Bruce Bellard 
Union  
BG News/Joe Phdan 
(  Continued from page 1. 
The United Auto Workers is 
another union which has ex- 
pressed interest in the Univer- 
sity. It filed two requests for 
voluntary recognition and a peti- 
tion for a certification election to 
the State Employment Relations 
Board last semester. 
THE REQUEST, filed Oct. 31. 
was dismissed by SERB and 
UAW filed another on Nov. 21 
which it later withdrew. 
The union also filed a petition 
for certification election on Nov. 
22 which was dismissed. 
Voluntary recognition means 
an agency, such as the Univer- 
sity, recognizes the union as the 
bargainer for its employees 
without an election. In an elec- 
tion, unions approved by SERB 
are put on a ballot and employ- 
ees may choose a union or may 
opt for no recognition. 
On Sept. 25, CWA/CPW also 
filed a petition for election which 
was dismissed. 
Jake Trevino. a stationary 
engineer who had been con- 
tacted by the union, said he has 
not been in contact with them for 
over a month. 
A spokesperson for SERB said 
be did not know why any of the 
requests or petitions were re- 
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**************************** 
Abstracts for the Shanklin 
Awards are due in the Graduate 
Student Office, 304 E. McFall by 
Friday, February 28 at 5:00 p.m. 
**************************** 
**************************** 
For further questions, please call 372-2426 
FALCON BASKETBALL 
VS. 
MIAMI 
SATURDAY, MARCH 1, ANDERSON ARENA 
WOMEN - 11:30 A.M./MEN - 2:00 P.M. 
* Last regular season MAC game for Miami great RON HARPER 
* BG legend NATE THURMOND to have jersey retired at halftime 
* Beheading of Freddie and Freida Falcon 
* FLORIDA FLYAWAY winner to be picked. You must be present 
to win. WEAR SOMETHING TROPICAL. 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
* Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintenance 
it Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
PEACE FOOT 
Office: 400 Nopolton Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
SEND OFF RALLY AT 
HOWARD'S CLUB H 
February 28 and March 1 
Help support the following 
BGSU students: 
Diane Scott • Brian Szittai 
Jeneen Williams-Bill Milligan 
in their walk for 
nuclear disarmaments 
Auction at Howard's: T-shirts, hats, 
bar lights and mirrors and other donations will 
be for sale from local businesses 
THE GREAT 
PEACE MARCH 
V^ 
CH* 
Elsewhere BG News/February 28, DM 4 
Two candidates try to 
squelch endorsement 
CINCINNATI (AP)-Two 
Republican candidates for 
governor beaded for Cincin- 
nati yesterday to appear be- 
fore the Hamilton County 
Republican Party leadership, 
both of them trying to head 
off a possible endorsement of 
their rival in the May 6 pri- 
mary election. 
Senate President Paul Gil- 
lmor of Port Clinton and state 
Sen. Paul Pfeifer of Bucyrus 
scheduled late-afternoon ap- 
pearances before the Hamil- 
ton County Republican 
Executive Committee, which 
was reportedly set to endorse 
rival candidate James Rho- 
des, former four-term Ohio 
governor. 
Earlier   in   Columbus, 
Pfeifer had brushed off the 
possibility of the endorse- 
ment and compared Rhodes 
to former Philippines Presi- 
dent Ferdinand Marcos, in 
exile after the collapse of his 
government this week. 
"I don't think they'll do Jim 
Rhodes any good," Pfeifer 
said. "Jim Rhodes today is 
comparable to Ferdinand 
Marcos. He's got the undying 
support of the palace guard, 
but really not much else in 
terms of support of his cam- 
paign. And that's really 
what's happening." 
In a series of news confer- 
ences, Pfeifer also outlined a 
£bs plan for Ohio that he said 
based on expansions of 
existing industries. 
.ESS 
111 ACAOEMV ■AWARD 
■ NOMINATIONS 
IFRI-SUN7*I 
IMON-THUHS 7: 
I SAT ( SUN MAT 2 00 
TheColor 
a  Rirpfe 
1-^.TI 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIOHT 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY 12.00 
kOULW ULW-'ORB,,, 
MERYL STREEP    AWARD*"'' 
m OUT     SSS?"" 
OFAFRIG\ rsr™0"8 
(>%-> SAT A 1UN MAT 2:00 
EVES — ADULTS 13.50 
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
$2.00 
IROLLIE TYLER IS THE 
I MOVIES' BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS 
(MAN. HE CAN SHOW YOU A 
■ THOUSAND WAYS TO DIE 
AT 7:30 « 8:30 
Is it murder or is it... 
M m. ...it means Special Effects 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using  The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at fl* and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
S21 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
713 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-850 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apts.—S. College end Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
455 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
News Briefs 
Acquittal of Bulgarians sought 
ROME (AP) - The prosecutor 
recommended yesterday that 
three Bulgarians be acquitted 
because be could not prove they 
conspired in the snooting of 
Pope John Paul II. He said he 
was not given time to complete 
bis case. 
Antonio Marini appeared to 
suggest in his lengthy summa- 
tion, however, that the jury 
exercise its right to ignore his 
recommendation. Italian law re- 
quires prosecutors to ask for 
acquittal if they feel the evi- 
dence is insufficient. 
Acquittal on that basis stops 
short of complete absolution, 
with the possibility of future 
prosecution left open. 
Accused Nazi extradited to Israel 
(AP)-John Demjanjuk, the 
retired Cleveland-area auto- 
worker accused of being a Nazi 
death camp guard, left the 
United States Last night for Is- 
rael, where he is to be tried on 
war crimes charges. 
Demjanjuk left from New 
York's John F. Kennedy Inter- 
national Airport shortly after 6 
p.m., said Ned Steele, a spokes- 
man for Brooklyn District Attor- 
ney Elizabeth Holtzman. 
"His extradition represents a 
victory over right-wing, anti-Se- 
mitic extremist groups which 
mounted an extensive campaign 
to stop the Justice Department's 
actions," Holtzman said in a 
prepared statement. 
Mark O'Connor, Demjanjuk's 
attorney, worked throughout 
yesterday to keep his 65-year-old 
client in the United States. 
Airline receives takeover bid 
NEW YORK (AP) - The par- 
ent company of Ozark Airlines 
said yesterday it had received a 
$224 million takeover bid from 
the much-larger Trans World 
Airlines, which itself was the 
center of a bitter acquisition 
struggle last year. 
Ozark Holdings Inc.. which is 
based in St. Louis, said its board 
' of directors was meeting to con- 
sider the bid by New York-based 
TWA, which also has major op- 
erations in St. Louis. 
"We have received a merger 
proposal from Trans World, in 
which Ozark Holdings would be- 
come a subsidiary of TWA and 
Ozark stockholders would re- 
ceive $19 in cash. The Ozark 
board is meeting today to con- 
sider the proposal," said Donald 
Morrison, Ozark's vice presi- 
dent for public affairs. 
With approximately 11.77 mil- 
lion Ozark shares outstanding, 
the offer is worth about $224 
million. 
Journal stresses tobacco risks 
jfrtrfjUeMA"*?    Purchase Any 12" or 16" 
< houflb      on* ,t*m p,xxa only *'' 
*^ $499 
i 
Additional Mem 99" 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
CHICAGO (AP) - The Journal 
of the American Medical Asso- 
ciation, stepping up its attack on 
tobacco, devotes its entire cur- 
rent issue to articles emphasiz- 
ing deadly risks posed by 
tobacco products and contend- 
ing a higher cigarette tax could 
encourage millions to give up 
smoking. 
"The use of (tobacco prod- 
ucts) we regard as the greatest 
current public health problem of 
our society," said Friday's Jour- 
nal, the third special anti-to- 
bacco issue in 18 months. 
In one article, researchers 
said heart patients who quit 
CHARLESTOWN 
:APARTMENTS: 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G. 
352-4380 
This ad sponsored by 
POglrai's 
SOUTH MAIN 
Responsible decisions 
about drinking and 
driving 
smoking have a higher survival 
rate than those who continue the 
habit. 
"Mortality is one-third less in 
those who stopped," said Dr. 
Ronald Vlietstra of the Mayo 
Clinic, who led the study. 
In another article, economist 
Senneth Warner said an 8-cent 
16-cent-per-pack increase in 
cigarette taxes would encourage 
1 million to 2 million young peo- 
ple and 800,000 to 1.5 million 
adults to stop smoking. 
The AMA's Council of Scien- 
tific Affairs "recommends that 
the restrictions applying to ad- 
vertising of cigarettes also be 
applied to the advertising of 
snuff and chewing tobacco. 
Z2| 
THE
 TANNING 
CENTER 
at Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Wooster 
333-3281 
SUNBED  ,0V,S, 
WOLFF SYSTEM       UVA 
TANNING BOOTHS 
UVA - UVB 
820 VISITS $35 
10 VISITS »20 
air conditioned 
downtown 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough S Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW. BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA 
*Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished 
•*ast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5   Mon-Fri 
10-2   Sat 
♦K* *K* *K* *K* *K* »K* »K* «Kt *K* *K* *K* *K* *K* *K* *K* *K* *K+ »K» 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS 
♦Kt »K* «* »Kt »K» #K* *K* #Kt WC* »K» »K» »K* »K» +K* *Kt »K* *Kt «♦ 
Wints cotBBatted mature indrvid- ■h 
to eon: lot sods) juste 
to Svf i\ Christian Community 
ad yon don't have to be 
Lotherm. 
Praorittoi - Mosday night 
7 p.», tares 3 it 
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN 
STUDENT COTTER 
MM Wooster hue Rodeos. 
THE FRESH AD FUND, > 109- 
yeai-old independcat. ion-profit 
Mac;, M* 2500 mJnprivilegtd 
No York dry cMdroi to nmorr 
cap each iaaa 
«•»■*■ Hhf owrjrtc pn- 
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BG's chances good in playoffs 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
Tonight is more than the 
beginning of the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
playoffs for Bowling Green, it is 
the beginning of a second 
season. 
Although the Falcons ended 
the season winning two of then- 
last three games, they also lost 
seven of their last 10. But that is 
all behind now and it is time for 
the true BG hockey team to 
stand up. 
Is the real BG team the one 
that lost six games in a row to St. 
Lawrence, Western Michigan 
and Michigan State, then split 
with dismal Miami? Or could it 
be the squad that destroyed 
Illinois-Chicago, its first playoff 
opponent, last weekend. 
I think the latter team will 
show up for the playoffs. 
The Falcons have reversed 
the negative momentum they 
endured during their losing 
streak and witn their sweep of 
the Flames. UIC has never 
beaten BG and I forsee another 
sweep this weekend. 
The Falcons have reversed the negative 
momentum they endured during their 
losing streak with their sweep of the 
Flames. UIC has never beaten BG and I 
forsee another sweep this weekend. 
Should this vision materialize, 
the Falcon icers will ride a four 
game winning streak into Joe 
Louis Arena for the CCHA semi- 
finals. A winning streak, 
combined with BG coach Jerry 
York's playoff savvy, should 
give the Falcons an inside track 
on winning the CCHA post 
season tournament. 
I'VE HEARD some skeptics 
say the Falcons lack experience, 
but I must dispute that claim. 
True, the Falcons only have 
one senior in Jamie Wansbrough 
but he is hardly the average 
senior. Wansbrough has been 
mired in a slight slump latelv 
but the veteran responds well 
under pressure so lie can be 
depended on during the playoffs. 
Junior Gary Kruzich is about 
ten games away from breaking 
the school record for minutes 
played by a goalie and anchored 
the national championship 
team, so it's hard to consider 
him inexperienced. 
Defenseman Todd Flichel and 
wing Iain Duncan, both juniors, 
provide a pair of veteran 
Era having excellent years, 
mores Paul Ysebaert and 
Meharry have been 
generating big offensive 
numbers all year. 
In addition, second year 
defenseman Brian McKee broke 
the BG season record for goals 
by a defenseman with 18. McKee 
netted 13 goals on the power 
play, helping make the Falcons 
one of the most deadly teams 
with a man advantage. 
The offense should become 
even more explosive as Scott 
Paluch adjusts to his new 
position at wing. The ex- 
def enseman is still a little rough, 
but his quickness and muscle 
will help. 
IF THE the Falcons lack 
experience, it is at defense. 
After Flichel and McKee, the 
Falcons have freshmen Alan 
Leggett and Thad Rusiecki and 
transferred wing Brent Regan. 
The two rookies nave improved 
steadily throughout the year and 
Regan is showing good signs in 
his first few weeks. 
In addition, York is a veteran 
coach, who had a knack for 
winning the big game and he has 
tried to keep his squad on an 
even keel all vear. Instead of 
trying to get his team really 
wound up for one game and 
watching them go flat the next, 
he has tried to prepare them the 
same for every game and every 
team. 
But the other teams are by no 
means slouches. MSU has two of 
the league's top goalies and 
Mike Donelly, one of the 
league's premier players. WMU 
has Dan Dorion who leads an 
explosive, albeit erratic, 
offense. Add in steady Lake 
Superior and always physical 
Ohio State and the playoff 
picture becomes very crowded. 
All eight teams in the playoffs 
want to advance to the NCAA 
tourney, but only the winner and 
one other team will receive that 
honor. The only sure bet is to 
win, because the runner up 
doesn't necessarily get the at- 
laree slot. It may be too soon to 
make reservations for Rhode 
Island, but I would almost 
guarantee that the Falcons' 
season is far from over. 
Miami invades for 
Weineifs swan song 
by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
It could be argued that Sat- 
urday's Bowling Green-Mi- 
ami   University   men's 
basketball game means noth- 
% Falcons have been 
eliminated from the Mid- 
American Conference's 
seven-team tournament while 
the Redskins clinched the 
MACs regular-season title. 
MU has a first-round bye in 
the tourney. 
However, BG mentor John 
Weinert will be coaching the 
Falcons for the final time. It 
will end a career which has 
spanned 24 years, including 
the past 10 at BG's helm. 
On Feb. 6, Weinert an- 
nounced his retirement. Since 
then, the Falcons have 
dropped six straight games. 
The veteran coach would like 
nothing better than to leave 
with a win. 
"That would be great," 
Weinert said. "It's going to be 
a very emotional same for 
me. I have a feeling that when 
I look out on the court I'm 
going to see ghosts. 
"The ghosts of David Jen- 
kins, BulFaine, David Greer 
and Colin Irish. And all of the 
players I've coached," he 
said. "There have been so 
many good memories for me 
and so many fine players." 
BUT, WEINERT said the 
Same won't be as emotional 
or his players. 
"The players want to win 
for themselves,"   he   said. 
"And after the season we've 
had, a win would mean so 
much to them." 
BG enters the contest with 
a 7-19 overall record and a 5- 
12 mark in the league. A win 
over Miami won't be easy. 
The Redskins are 22-5 overall 
and 15-2 in the MAC. 
Miami is led by senior for- 
ward Ron Harper. Harper 
leads the MAC with a 24.7 
scoring average and a 11.5 
rebounding average. 
In the Redskins 74-73 win 
over Central Michigan 
Wednesday, Harper scored 29 
points and grabbed 23 car- 
oms. 
"Ron Harper is the best 
player I've seen in my 10 
years here," Weinert said. 
"He   is   such   a   complete 
C'er. And he does every- 
g in the context of Mi- 
ami s offense." 
However, Harper isn't a 
solo act. Junior guard Eric 
Newsome is scoring at an 18- 
point per game clip. 
Redskin coach Jerry Peir- 
son said the game is very 
important to his team. 
We want to go into the 
tournament with some mo- 
mentum," Peirson said. "The 
win over Central took a lot out 
of us. If we win, we can break 
the school record for most 
wins. The kids want that a 
lot." 
Game time is 2 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena. Nate Thur- 
mond, ex-Falcon great, will 
have his jersey retired at 
halftime. 
HELP WANTED 
Food Operations job applications for Fall 1986, Summer School and Summer Conferences will be 
distributed on Tuesday, March 4,1986, in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union from 10:00 a.m. 
tHI 3 p.m. 
Students should take the completed application to the appropriate dining hall or snack bar by March 18, 
1986. Applications will not be accepted after that date. Fall Food Operations job applications include: 
Commons 
Founders 
Harshman 
Kreischer 
McDonald 
Mid-Am 
Amani 
Chilys 
Zzas 
Bake Shop 
Berries 
Towers Inn 
Garden Terrace Deli 
Note' Persons seeking Fall employment will be required to work approximately two weeks during Spring 
Semester for training purposes. 
Summer Job applications include: Summer School and conferences (Boys State June 1023,1986) 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per Hne, $1.80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad for bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please 
come to 214 West Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News wiH not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
.The world is waiting. 
Be an exchange student 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type) 
.Phone #. 
Classification In which you with your ad to appear 
       Campus It City Events* _ 
        Lost * Found _ 
        Redea _ 
        Services Offered _ 
        Personals 
•Campue/Clty Event ids are publlehed free of charge for one day for a non-prom event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rant 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Dates of Insertion. Mat to: (On or Off-Campus MaH) 
The BG News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowing Green. CNo 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear. 
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1 Barbecued 
ran 
5 Morse opera 
10 — boyl 
M Out 
fWUIwusly 
15 What many 
poms do 
16 Small amount 
17 Remark by 
Aesop i fox 
19 Manual atnnga? 
20 One of the 
AMna 
21 Oppoaitaot 
22 Salamandara ol 
atari 
23 Author Begnold 
26 Batniui. eg 
28Hum*atee 
32 Bundles ol 
cosed yarn 
35 Goat astray 
36 Race track 
38 My Fair Lady 
setting 
39 Tunosh OMtf 
40 Army careerist 
42D<MaogJo 
43 Sender ot wine 
androMt? 
46 Son ol Jacob 
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47 Haadquartara 
46 fashions 
50 Convarlad into 
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52 Refectory Itam 
54 Heavy maul 
55 I will out ol 
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photographs 
67 wmar Wlllll 
68 Spooky 
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70 Frogs maau 
71 Ban 
72 Becktelk 
Edited by Trade Michel JalYe 
3 Royal or navy      37 Flat 
4 Tannla players. 
at limes 
SHockeye 
Bobby 
6 Shout ol 
triumph 
7 Doolflca work 
41 Aetronaut Sally 
44 Passadby 
45 Johnny — 
47 Adorna 
4) Cuts tha caka 
51 Root ovtrhang 
S3 AKannady 
8 Do editing work   55 Show griei 
8 Corracta poor     56 Ona ol Woody s 
needlework children 
10 Socks 
11 Highway tie-up 
12 Bakary product 
13 Elac. currant 
onus 
18 Actraaa 
Rowland 
24 Adoradona 
25 OW Nick 
27 Abbr. on a poat 
office sign 
20 Transactions 
29 Plant diaeaee 
30 Source of easy 
money 
31 Money ol 
60 Minutes 
33 Lasso part 
34 lively horse 
58 Evening, in 
Venice 
60 Nursemaid 
61 Hawaiian 
guitars, (or 
short 
62 Meeta a bet. 
m poker 
66 One. m Leipzig 
68 word with tea 
or coffee 
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1 SngerDtane 
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OerarnMn song 
Send a balloon 
bouquet today I 
■ Dey Onellty terries 
.Balloon Busters' 
'332-1269 —.,«».' 
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Classifieds BG News/February Mf UNI 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"•AD CLUB'" 
Don't Forgrtt W* w* have an advart-a-ng pro- 
tNilonil and BGSU alum apaa* to our dub 
Coma aa-> Monty Gra«n on Mon March 3 at 
' 30 m 300 Moaala) Lei a show him how gral 
BGSU a Advarttalng Club *' 
••8GSUTRIVIAQAME SALE" 
ONLY S9 90 baglnnino Mon. March 3 thru Fri 
March 14. Coma to tha on campus maaTinn 
room from 9 30 to 3 30 and buy your gama 
TODAY • 
4th Annual HSA Co(1a«houM 
March 13. 6pm at the Honors Canter 
Below Kreiecner Catetena 
Free food end entertainment tor eJ< 
Attention Semorai 
Order your Artcerved cam rmg NOW tor radua- 
ion On sale today a) the Unrveratty Bookstore 
horn 10 00am -4 00 p.m. 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Wine and Cheese Party Tours March 6 from 6 
to 9 pm at Kaufmans Coat« $5 00 and tacuty 
and members are welcome Funds due to Kathy 
McCarthy by March 4 
Attention Sofcng & Sates Management 
Ctub  Happy Hours 5-7 Today   Mark's Pita, 
;
 IN BM( 
ATTENTION WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. 
INC. 
MEMBERS 
Elections to be held lor 198687 officers w* be 
March Sat 7 pm in the 11 m floor confer once 
room of Ottenheuer West Get involved with a 
professional communications organization' 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Formal Meeting Tuesday. March 4 at 7 30 m 
115 Education Speaker wrt be Herb 
Melton from Tom James See you there1 
CnmtfieJ Justice Organization meeting. Monday. 
March 3. at 8 00 p m in 107 Harm We writ 
have a guest speaker--(Dr. Rhom from 
Michigan will apeak on career counseling 
and resume writing. Junior a and senioia are 
■•specially urged to attend. Everyone ia 
welcome Including pra-crimlnal justice ma- 
jors and non-maters.) 
ODK'OOK'OOK" 
Be sure to pick up your Omicron Delta Kappa 
membership application at one of the foaOwmg 
locations 110 Adm BMg.UAO Office, or 
Student Activities and Orientation Office Ap- 
p*c*t»on deadline is March 14. 1986 
The SPRING SEMESTER EDITION of the 
STUDENT    ORGANIZATIONS    DIRECTORY 
listing 
over 160 registered organizations is 
available now in 405 Student Services 
Women's History Programs 
Monday. March 3 
12 30 p m    Family AJbums Vaons of 
the Past". State Room. Union. Marilyn 
Motz 
330 pm    ''Reflections ot  the  Women as 
eeeder's Symposium". Capital Room. 
Union 
7 30 pm  Ftms    "Growing Up Female'  and 
"One Fine Day", 300 Moseiey 
Women for Women 
AEROTECH CLUt MEETING 
MONDAY. MARCH 3 
1276 TECH BLDG   8PM 
PRAIRIE MARGINS is now accepting submis- 
sions m poetry, fiction artwork, photos 
Deadane is Friday. Feb 28 for Spring edition 
Cash awards for best m each category 
Women tor Women will be sponsoring the 
Mima "Growing Up Female" and "One Fine 
Day" in honor ot Women's History Week. 
Monday. March 3 at 7:30 pm In 300 
Moeety. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST Rmg with red stone m middle 4 diamonds 
on bom sides Specie) value 10 owner If lound. 
ptoeae cat 352-4797 or 354-8878   Reward 
ATTENTION JULIE A. ZEW.ITZ 
Your driver's fccense was lound between Eppier 
Complex J the BA buiding  To reclaim It. call 
Kami at 354 4501 alter 5 30 
LOST 24" gold Cham and medium-sued gold 
cross Lost in front ol Rodgers Quad on 
weekend of Feb 7 9 Incredible sentimental 
•tlull REWARD. Call 352-4319 
RIDES 
Needed A ride to VA. 0 C . or N C area lor 
Spring Break $$ Desperate1 CaeCheryl 
2 6440 after 5 00 
Ride needed to ft from Stratford. Ontario or 
nearby vfceiity any weekend Wl pay gas 
372-3981 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Alyour typing needs - 
promt ft professional 
Clara 352-4017 
Have your special event video taped Date par 
Has. formats, weddings, etc Caf 353-1609 or 
352-6429  
PREGNANT? CONCERNS' Free pregnancy 
ant. Obfectrvo rilo Caf now 354 HOPE 
(4673) Hrs M. Tri 12 neon 8pm T.W 10 
sm-2pm, Sat. 12 noon 2pm 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Morning After Treatment 
Center lor Choice 
151 N Micrwjen 
Toledo. Ohio 
(4191255-7769 
PERSONALS 
•-CRAJG MOELLER- 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   ENGAGE 
MENT TO ANNETTE CANT WATT TO DANCE 
AT YOUR WEDDING1   -THE PHI PSI'S 
Alpha Gams and Crushes 
Saturdays the day 
Get ready to play 
Meet at the house 
and wel be on our way. 
Lars have fun 
tha Alpha Gam Way 
Attention Dee Gee Pledges 
Tonight's the night1 Get exerted for a 
wonderful experience' 
ATTENTION ATO PLEDGES 
The ATOmic blast is coming soon1 This wift be 
one blast you won't lorgel 
Gel ready. 
Brothers ol ATO 
Depl ol Party 
Ann Sheosy Burrows Happy mspxston Weak! 
Tha best ra yet lo come -we'l have a baft 
tonight' Love ya' Big Amy 
Chase away the winter blahs' 
Shop at ET CETERA 
113Ra»0BdSI . 352-8130 
Open 7 days a week 
CHRISSY BONZA 
CONGRATULATIONS  ON   BEING   ELECTED 
THE NEW SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI I'M 
VERY   PROUD  OF   YOU    LOVE   ALWAYS. 
STEVE 
Congratulations Anchor Splash team ol D U 's. 
Stg Epa and Alpha Gama You did a fantastic 
fob We're proud ol you 
Sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta 
Congratulations Tracy Bernard on your Phi Mu-- 
P*e avaaenng to Enc Martin 
Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters 
Connie (Sweetheart). 
Now that you are 21    thets right TWENTY- 
ONE, you can buy your Peach Schnapps 
yourself, and no more "Nedas" at 
Ct*Chls 
Love Always. Me 
DAVE. 
I LOVE YOU. TOO' 
Dear Lindsay Town. 
Tomorrow's your Birthday. 
The Big 21' 
Get ready to have lots of fun' 
You know that you are 
So specie) to me. 
A better friendship 
We'l never see 
Long ta*s. KP. and Alpha XI. 
Florida, neighbors, driving people 
crazy) 
Next year we) be hard 
Causa of our new homes 
Though surrounded by people 
Wei both be alone 
We'l make it. though 
We'l be okay 
I love you. Lmz. 
Happy Birthday' 
Joy 
Dee Zee's. 
Get reedy for a Motown Showdown' 
Love, the Brothers of Sigma Nu 
Delta Tau Delta 
We're looking forward to a greet tee wrfh you on 
Friday Hope you're ready to party. -The Alpha 
Xi Data Staters 
DOUG. 
How do you leer Incredible I hope   and think' 
Oh. and I am serous about the 95% 
-Karen 
CCHA PLAYOFF 
ACTION 
FALCONS 
VS 
ILLINOIS — CHICAGO 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY (if necessary) 
7:30 STARTING TIMES 
STUDENTS WITH ALL-SPORTS 
PASS - ONLY 1 DOLLAR (p.,,.™) 
STUDENTS WITHOUT ALL-SPORTS 
PASS - ONLY 2 DOLLARS ( ) 
SUPPORT THE FALCONS!! 
EeenJ 
"Slay on tha streets of IMS town and 
fl be buying you drinks si night. They say you 
ate to party SO Saturday wH be our rxght   Hap- 
py EXrmday 
Low. Bruce 
EawT 
To the greatest roommate I could ever ask tor 
Hope thai la the beat txrthdey aver I love ya 
Chris 
Greet lob Theta CMa, KD's and PI Kjpa on your 
firsl place (Wen in the DG And Dr Splash Ban 
ner Contest  
Happy 19th Birthday lo Joe Qaen! Have one for 
every year. 
Party It Up' ATO 
Happy 20th Easn 55 
Hares that personal you have always warned 
Have a great day -we el love ya' 
Crate. Katy. Cossen, Michael. Amy. and Nicky 
Hey Abha Skje -Are you reedy to TOUR the 
TACKY wW Ke with the Alpha Delta tonight? 
We care" 
Love, the Alpha Detta 
It s Hoty Stoners BIRTHDAY Give her a cal to 
wtah her a happy day 372-4629 Love. Your 
Roomie 
J.T.'a Pizza 
16   Cheese Pizza -Only S3 75 
Phone 352-5475 
JT't Pizza 
10" Cheese Pizza-Only SI 75 
Phone 352-5475 
J.T.'a Pizza 
French Bread Pizza--Only S1.75 
Phone 352-5475 
JTs Pizza 
14" Cheese Pizza- Only $2.75 
Phone 352-6476 
Kappa Sigs. 
The Kappas are looking forward to forgetting 
the Winter Blahs for the night See yal Friday to 
do It up right" 
Love, the Kappas 
Karen Jean. 
Drito on the Steve'' personal' Youl make a 
super PI Phi President Congratulations and 
Good Luck' 
Love. Cindy. Eileen, and Cindy 
Kathy Lance 
Good Luck on your Internship We are going to 
mas you* 
Love, the sorters of KKG 
Keiy" 
Be aura to pack your magrfymg glass and secret 
code book, the FIJI mystery starts tomorrow1 
10-4, your FUl SPY 
Kitty. 
Get ready to go Undercc-rer at the Fit 
Date Party The mystery vrl be solved 
on Saturday Night. 
m 
Lara Fish 
Congrats on winning the Ms BGSU Women's 
Body Building Contest We are so proud. Gotta 
love those Kappas' 
Love, your KKG sisters 
Gemma Phis are absolutely "NUTS'' about Phi 
Pall Gat reedy for a great time at the "Nuts and 
Bolts' Tea 
Love, the Gamma Phis 
LAURA MILLER 
Congrttuatxxvs on your new Jr  Exec Office 
ASST SCHOLARSHIPS 
Love, your Gemma Phi sisters 
LAURA NEUBAUER AND PAM MUELLER- 
Congratulations tor bang elected Executive 
Positions on Psnbel as V P ol Rush and aa V P 
of Rho Chit We're so proud of you! 
Love, the Abha Xl'a 
UT Kate Sat 
I know we haven't been able to spend a tot of 
time together, but I'm hoping that wl change 
I'm always here tor you whenever you need me. 
I hope you reaftze that You are always In my 
thoughts and 
my heart. 
Love, Big Kim 
UT Wendy Norrts 
I love my talented me) 
Get psyched tor tonight's teal 
LftUBig Amy 
Love la in tha air) Congratulations Iwcki and 
Kevin on your Peering.  You're two 
Love, the Alpha Gama 
LSAT MCAT-GMAT ORE 
NTE-CPA REVIEWNCLEXRN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
MARIE   REAM" "GRIMLY" HAMMOND: 
O.K.-You can get drunk for your 22nd B-Day. 
But PLEASE don't let someone cany you home 
"Firemen Style " Don't worry n save you thai 
tanel GYS) 
Your Roomie, LER ft Gweedo 
Mark "Hoes" Hoaafee) 
Get ready for Saturday Night 
Because Alpha Phi Formel wl 
be outta ekjhtti 
Youre 
MATT F YOU HAVE GIVEN ME SO MUCH IN 
OUR 2 YRS TOGETHER YOU ARE THE BEST 
PART OF MY LIFE ALSO, MY BEST FRCND 
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT I BELIEVE IN 
YOU YOU HAYE WORKED SO HARD AND 
FWALLY YOUR DREAM WILL COME TRUE 
BUT MOST OF ALL KNOW THAT I LOVE YOUI 
HAPPY 2 YR ANNIVERSARY 
LOVE, JUUE 
Monica Monoetra. the eel's out of the beg' Con 
gretutationa on your tavaaering 
to Pi Kapp Mark Murphy' 
Love, Your PIS Mu Slaters 
ROMEO, 
These 3 weeks have been s baai. 
But must they be our eat? 
Please say it's not the case 
I'd miss your smlng lace1 
I think we're gonna prove Mom wrong-. 
Actiaty I knew It el etongl 
Hippy Vtler*»i Day leaT>! 
PS Are you Impress! d yen 
SCHOOL'S A BEACH 
Take a study bras* today and get your free so* 
drY* ia from McDonald s It could help you wtn 
a trip for two to sunny Oaytona Beach from 
AM660 WFAL. Cat 2 2196 for dates* on how 
t)t*N 
Scott. Chris, and Shawn 
Alpha Ph. kxmef • soon lo Be here 
So get exceed and cheer 
We're going to n you with 
kns ol bear 
One more day, n't almost near. 
Love. Amy, Jul. and Laura 
Sfck of Cafeteria Food? Reedy lo atrelch your 
pake* and not your wiser? Come eat lunch 
ohaz nous at the French House Tuesday. 
March 4. 11:00-1 30 French Onion Soup. 
ham ssndwlchss and cream puffs. S2.00 wrrh 
ticket Cal 372-2671 
ford 
SINGER LYRICIST WOULD UKE TO FORM 
SONGWRmNG PARTNERSHIP WITH MUSI 
OAN(S| CALL SCOTT 2-5032 SERIOUS IN- 
OUtRtT-IOHLY 
SPRING BREAK on the beech at South Padre 
Wand Osytona Beach, Fort Leuderoeie. Fort 
Wseon Beach or Muatang Island- Port Arenees 
from only S89. and eking at Steamboat or Val 
from only S86I Deluxe lodging, parttea, goodie 
bags, more Hurry, cal fjunclstss Tours tor 
more lltolliaauil and reeervattone tol free 
1-800-321-5911 TODAY' Whan your Spring 
Break counts.. .count on Sunchsss. 
Spring Mercfandae Arriving Dafy 
JeeneN Things 
531 Rtoge 
Swimmers of Sig Ep's end DU's 
Thanks lor a winning Sunday afternoon, 
we had fun'   Alpha Gem Swimmers 
THANK YOU JIM    JIM GOLDEN' 
BIDDAYYAAOWIM 
GOOD LUCK WITH STUDENT TEACHING 
BRYAN ADAMS, THA TURNER. TOM. 
ML ML 
To my Sigma Nu Crush BRIAN SANDERS- 
Get Psyched! An Abha Gam Wants YOU! Be 
there Sal for the time of your Del 
l Who?? 
TO OUR GAMMA PHI SPIES DONNA AND AMY 
L YOUR DECODER RINGS AND SHOE 
PHONES WILL HELP LEAD YOU TO YOUR 
SECRET RENDEZVOUS YOUR CONTACT 
AGENTS ARE NCONER AND SCOOTER THE 
COOE IS RED ROVER RED ROVER COME 
OVER AND DISCOVER YOUR UNDERCOVER 
FUl LOVERS THIS MESSAGE WILL SELF 
DESTRUCT IN 10 SECONDS 
TTKA-TOM 
Now thai Frf. la almost past, get psyched tor 
Set because It's going to be a blase The place 
Is a total surprise, but we're going to party a 
AGO Joan 
Tuxedo Rentals 
JoensN Things 
531 Ridge 
Work lor social wetice 
Lrve simply lor one year 
In Christian Community 
Presentation 7 PM Monday at 
University Lutheran Student Center 
across Wooeler from Rodgers 
•ROCKY ROCOCO" 
• 1.60 Pitcher NkjMs 
Mon-Thuref rl 5-1 
•ROCKY ROCOCO" 
Ann Arbor. aScMgan Is the piece lo be 
nM leWOarl Wat IM   eWsWTlilfl 
And to arm Atone PM 
We'll dance, ting and share e line time 
Hecute the Alpha PM Formal 
Win defmttety be out of line!! 
■MAN, 
We were wNn you on the bench. 
We aeWiid you at the point, 
and woridersd why the wring. 
We'l at be there on Saturday 
When you put BaaeelBtM to real 
But always remember. 
Our Inendattp wl always be the best 
Leigh Arm. Frank, Beth. Cody 
Connie Ramos, 
Heppy Krthday to You 
Happy ikthday to You 
Htm swlhoay lo Con*. 
Heppy Birthday to Youll 
Loee.Todd 
You trW gel your personal version 
Sundey ntghtll 
DON'T MM* THE a»ORT MANAGEMENT 
STUOENT SYMPOSIUM 
Tuttdty. Kerch 4 
•■11 am and 1:15-4:00 pm 
CoevnunHy Suite, Union 
PRESENTATIONS 
ItoapHsl Health and FUneet 
Cofnputac Application to 
the Sport Enterprise 
Menagimtnt ol Privett Chrbe and Rasarts 
Promottoni. Sales end Marketing for 
Sport and Family Event! 
OREO SOCHA. MY LITTLE (7) BROTHER. 
CONGRATS ON YOUR 3 8 LAST SEMESTER 
TRYKG TO KEEP UP WITH YOUR BIG SB? I'M 
SO PROUD OF YOUI LOVE. CINDY 
HEY UNN HORetELL- 
CONORATUIATIONS FOR MUM NAMED M 
"WHO'S WHO"   AMONG   GREEK   WOMEN! 
YOU'RE 
FASIAOUSI -YOUR CHK> SISTERS 
(P.S.   SORRY   SO   LATE.YOUR   CC     IS 
'-MUa»0eA0" AT TIMES-I 
K&LE LOWE 
HAPPY 1STH BaRTHOAYII 
FttAlLY LEGAL! I 
LOVE. KATHY 
Penh* Exec: 
Trunks for all your support and 
"super" ktaas. You're el doing a fantastic 
tob. Keep I up. Heidi 
The end of the week It fktsHy here. Oef reedy 
to ulienli and have a phMeeHc time si Its 
Alpha Phi formal. 
Love, Uphills 
aYaT4MR CHAUJTMOI 1>M 
Jon n the untntd effort to help us reach our 
goal of J57.000 Comml yourasl to an la- 
Skj Epe .td OMs. 
Ohwhetapelr 
Cea't wM W our lea, 
We hope yeti'll a* be Iherel 
Love, the KD't 
TMredas) aliK ohenast, 
tor? OseMM ya 
taaee reglatiaaV, 
Teat Aaoanl and Frank X 
Hera • Wl Your first personal altar 4 years. I 
thought you needed lo see your nemet xi pnnt - 
Have t run weekend' 
Love, me 
Tony* Tom 
•oil 
theee twe Alpha Oemt wM be out el 
Seterdey It only hours twey 
to stay. 
We warn you, so dent try to run 
■linn an Alpha Oata Pass party It 
nothing but fun. 
Love, HeKH ft Lmdt 
uWaVEWtfTY AasSASSAPXIRsi 
Gel Involved x, campus kMderarxp-- 
Appicaaona avasable lodey through March 6 In 
405 Student Servlcee 
Al You Can Eat Buffet 
Every Sun. In the Pheasant Room 
12 noon -2 pm 
Eight Hot Satocttons ft Deluxe 
Salad Bar ONLY $5.76. 
RESERVATIONS 372-2696 
Meal Coupons Accepted 
THE BROTHERS OF 
tlgme Phi EpeHon 
•rlth to Conor.IulaIt 
SCOTT D€AKIN 
Mi 
AMY OALIIMORE 
On Their Recent Larallerlng 
Robm Landrua trom JAU BAU Hat Studio 
a now echedueng appoxitmenis She 
wl be offering 20% on on Hak Cuts 
Please bring thle coupon 
11SW CtoughSt 
352-0061 
Alpha Phis 
Corrgratukaone on rsoeMng the 
Highesl Total Chapter Average Award tor 
the seoond year In a row and being 
the first to receive the Dean's 
Schcarsrap Award' Keep up the 
good work! 
THE BROTHERS OF 
SIOMA PHI EPSILON 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE 
STEVE MACIONSKY 
AND 
CATHY DRAKE 
ON THEIR RECENT LAVALtERMM 
THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE 
DAVE HUOAK 
AND 
CATHY SCHEMMEL 
ON THEIR LAVALIERINO 
WANTED 
1 or 2 people needed to sublease apartment for 
summer. Air condnoned. 
354-9902 
2 non-smoking males needed for a 4-man apt 
Ft*Spring 86-87. Psrssrs welcome Cal Pete 
or Erie 353-9901 
Desperately  seeking   1   xresponslble  female 
stab with money for parties and rent for '86-'87 
year University Vasge 
354-5506 
Deeperatety need mete ferret for mating Pleats 
cal Laura 372-1831. 
Ferrate grad. looking lor the tame to share 
2-odrm apt tor summer Free sir cond . quiet, 
raaasrtaas, Cal 362-1592. 
Female needs epertmem tor Fsl '86 ONLY. 
Please cal Cnraons at 354-7506 
Female needed to luBllaat apt For more tilor- 
meaon cat Kathryn 353-2019 
Fematt roommate (s) needed for summer and- 
or 6687 Bkj apt. doss to cernpue. Cal soon 
353-7704. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATE* 
LY: ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7865 
NEED A HOME? SHARE OUR HOUSE! Fernakt 
roommstt needed lor next year, one btock from 
campus, vary reasonable rent. Please cal 
372-6966 
NEEDED: PERSON'S) TO SUBLEASE EFFV 
CENCY FOR SPRING 87 PLEASE CALL KM 
362-7623 
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1 Non-imokxxj remaie 
lor 86 87 school year Own room Cal Dorothy 
363-3802. 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINE   HIRING   BOOM!   S14-S39.000' 
Stewardeeaaa.    Reservetionisls'   Call   lor 
Gukto.Caaaane. Newsservice 
(918) 044.4444 X UAW2 
Attention Looking for printing pressman to run 
AB Dick 360 with T51 Cotonasd 3-5 yrt ex- 
perience needod insurance ' bsnellts 
s ssaUIn tor ouaMad sppscents pleeae sand. 
resume to Mke Matoy 320 W Market. Lima. 
OH 46801  
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, "A race people 
pace." northeeetem Penneytysres 6-22 thru 
8-22 On campus «tarvk»wl March 4, Grand 
Beeroom ol the Union 10-3 00 pin For applica- 
tion all*: 12 Aeevard St . Udo Beech. NY 
11661 or cat 516869 3217 Include your 
phone number 
GCrVERNMENT JOBS S16,040-S69.230-yr 
Now Hktng. Cal 1 -806-887-6000 Ext R 9849 
lor current lederal ttl 
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA Good Money 
Many corjortunleet! Employer aUnga. 1986 
Summer Emptoyment Quids. SS.96 Aasco. 
.Box 30762, Saatta WA 98103 
Vtejeba Summer Experience1 
Counselor Potato ra open. Independent LMng 
Program lor grrta w«h primery deabaty ol men- 
■at reewdeoon. Cat 216-692 2018 or write IN 
DEP NC. 487 CBBTI Rd . Richmond Hts . ONo 
44143 
PtOYMENT 
The Upward Bound Program announces the 
tosowtng pert time poeMona for the 1986 Sum- 
mer laekJeneal Program 
(11 DorrraOry Counselor 
|6| Tutor Couneelori 
(2) Math metudori     , 
(IIRsaotigBWrucUr 
(2) Socks' StudkM metrucKxs 
11) Engash-Wrtorig Skat Inalruclor 
(1) American Govt CMcs kalruclor 
(11 Phajeophy MMCW 
Al rteretted parsons should contact Ihe Cc* 
age Access Program Office, Room 301 Hayes 
Hal, Bowing Green State University lor an ap- 
ptcason Closing date lor receipt o) appacatxmt 
(I 6:00 pm Friday. March 7, 1986 
FOR SALE 
75 Ford Mustang good interior ft running con- 
ation Excel, gat rraaogt Some rual Asking 
S1.000 Ktn: 372-4292 
-ftlOVftO SALE- 
19" B ft W TV (S20|. droc-leef kitchen table ft 
chaa (S15I. wood cotlee table ($5) brown 
tur" Ova seat w matching swivel char |S50|. 
6-botTJe He wine rack (SS) Al items perfect tor 
anal apartment Cal before 6 (372-7714). 
1984 Renault L Alienee 2 door, a*. AM-FM 
radio, automatic, cloth interior Very sharp' 
18.000 ml, $4,750. accept offer 352-0299 
eves or 352-8283 dey-evaa 
75 Monte Carlo PS PB AM-FM CASS 
Dependable 550 Tom 352-4870 
LOVE SEAT. EARTHTONES. MUST SELL EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION 352-0711   S55 
MUST SELL New saver 27" Centurion Sport 
OLX 10-speed blk*-S186. Call Trey 
372-3339 (meseagee-372-2546). 
REALISTIC LAB 56 Turntable Automatic. Belt 
Driven, with cueing end auto-manual control 
Aaklng S25.00 or good oiler. CALL 
353-2011-Ask lor RANDY, gotta lave the 
ceth"' 
The Second Time Around"-The beet used tur 
raure  740 N. Enterprise  352-3925  We are 
now accepting furniture tor sale on a consign- 
ment basis 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom fumiehed apartments year 
August to August 362-74S4. 
2 bedroom apt. on Pke si 
1 Block from campus 
$350 per month. Cal 353-0705 
2 bedroom furnished apartments 
849 Sixth SI  $450 mo peje ease 
352-9457 between 12-4pm 
2 bedroom lurrxehed apartments School year ft 
summer leases svsatr-lr   352-7464 
Adacent campus 1 bedroom apartment 
S200~month pka utl ft deposit. A east Is May 
Years least 362-7505 Ext 280 h> 5 pm„ 
352 3406 avss 
Avaaana Immedatety own bedroom and own 
bath Pool $200 per month: Iras hast. Cal 
353-3089 after 7:00 p m. 
Caen wel managed 2 bdrm. (urn aptt Sum- 
mer ft Fsl rentals Include mtoroways ovens for 
your convenience  704 5th SI. 352-3445 
Houses ft Apts tor 88-87 school year 
SvMth-Bogga Rentaa Office 532 Menvae. rear 
352-9457 between 12-4. 
Houses and Apartmenta dose to campus lor 
summer 1966 and 88-87 school year. Cat 
1-267-3341. 
Large lumahed 2-bedroom tpartmenl avaeebte 
Fsl '86 256 S College B Phone 353-8065 or 
353-3811 eveninga 
Party Room 
Cal 352-9378 
Two bedroom rurnahed apts tor Fal 
362-2663 
APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEAR SS-67 AND THE SUMMER OF 
SI. APARTMENTS ARC COMPLETELY FUR- 
NISHED WITH 2 SeOROOMS, CABLE TV, AM 
COMlTIONINa, LAUNDRY AND PARKING 
FACILITIES. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT ELEC- 
TRICITY IS PAD IY OWNER RENT IS MM 
FOR THE SUMMER "M" FOR THE APART- 
MENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR M*7 THE 
RENT IS SS7S PER SEMESTER WITH 4 PEO- 
PLE. CALL TM AT BUFF APARTMENTS 
152-7112 AFTER 5:00 PM 
Efficiency Now Renting for Fsl 
1 or 2 esrnester lease, fufy furnished 
al uaWee pad ockxtng color T V 
with caba $285 month Phone 
354-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings 
FALL-SPRING ISM 
2 br. tiay lumahed apts Excseent 
location on 3rd St., some units on 8th 
St neeaonaPa rates 
1 br ft 2 br lumahed units: 3rd 
I Ml SI. locator* 
CALL 152-4M* EVENtNOS 
Thurattn Manor Apartmenta 
Fuey Carpeted. At ConrJOoned 
Cebk. TV, Fumiehed Efficiency ft 
Laundry FacatMe  AppscaBons lor 
Summer ml Fsl M 451 Thurttm Ave 
Across from Offenheuer Towers 
352-5435 
CAR TV RENTALS 
Apartments lor 
1-2-3-4 Students 
Office hours 11AM 4PM 
At 316 E  Marry Apt. 3 
or phone anytime tor mformatlon 
352-7365 
•2ECDROOM-FIJRN   1UNFURN • 
•PRIVATE SLEEPWQ ROOMS" 
Mskx utaaat I Cable TV Fun. 
One hall Btock Oft Campu. 
CALL TOM 
Mon-Frt 7 Ala-Noon 362-4673 
Evening I wtrand 352-1800 
USaNG S.C.U. MODEL LEASE 
Mangione still 'sounds so good' 
by Patricia Rllter 
Friday reporter 
Even though he reiterated the 
words of jazz trumpet per- 
former Dizzy Gillespie, "When I 
play, you pay," Chuck Mangione 
played a medley of his songs for 
about 350 students and faculty 
members yesterday In Moore 
Musical Arts Center free of 
charge. 
The jazz musician also tea- 
med up with one of his former 
teachers, Edwin Betts, a profes- 
sor of music performance stud- 
ies, for a duet. 
"When /play, he pays," Betts 
said in retort to Mangione's re- 
mark. 
Mangione, of jazz flugelhorn 
fame, was at the University to 
take a lesson with Betts on his 
way to a performance at Lima's 
Civic Theater last night. Ap- 
pearing in his trademark hat, he 
sat cross-legged on the edge of 
Kobacker Hall's stage and 
fielded questions for slightly 
over an hour. 
Mangione studied trumpet un- 
der Betts at the Eastman School 
of Music in Rochester, N.Y., in 
the early 1960s. The two still try 
to keep in touch, Mangione said. 
"He's one of those special 
people who never goes away," 
Mangione said of Betts in an 
interview before the question 
/answer session. "He was my 
trumpet teacher, psychiatrist 
and best friend." 
Although Mangione said a col- 
lege education isn't essential to 
mance was never one of Mang- 
ione's fortes. The jazz trumpet 
performer agreed. 
"If someone would have told 
me at 18 I would have been a 
"If someone would have told me at 18 I 
would have been a conductor of a 
symphony or a composer one day, I would 
have said they were crazy," 
— Chuck Mangione 
a career in music performance, 
he said he valued his Eastman 
education because it kept him in 
the same place for four years 
and helped him discover what he 
liked and disliked in music. 
The jazz musician, who grew 
up and still resides in Rochester, 
said he was admitted to 
Eastman on probation. "But be- 
cause I lived just around the 
corner and didn't take up space 
in the dormitory, they let me 
in." 
He said he felt like an outcast 
because jazz, his specialty, was 
"a four-letter word at 
Eastman. "Everyone used to 
say 'who's that freak,' except 
him," he said, pointing to Betts. 
The University professor said 
in an interview Wednesday that 
symphony and recital perfor- 
conductor of a symphony or a 
comoposer one day, I would 
have said they were crazy," he 
said. 
The 45-year-old musician de- 
scribed music school and les- 
sons as "a drag." 
"I believe you should be able 
to pick up your hom at anytime 
and be able to have a good 
time," he said. 
And having a good time is 
what Mangione said he does 
best. 
"Every day is just another 
shitty day in paradise, so it's 
easy to have a good time," he 
said. "All you need is to have 
your music loved by a great 
number of people." 
One of his biggest thrills, he 
said, was having one of his 
pieces, "Give It All You Got," 
commissioned by ABC-TV and 
then playing it in the closing 
ceremonies lor the 1960 Olym- 
pics in Lake Placid, N.Y. 
But Mangione concedes he 
still doesn't snow what it means 
to be "famous" or "big." 
"All I know is that I'm 5 feet 6 
and still growing," he said. 
However, he attributes most 
of the recognition he has re- 
ceived to his Feels So Good 
album, released in the late 
1970s. His other albums still on 
the market include Best of 
Chuck Mangione, Children of 
Sanchez, Tarantella, Land of 
Make Believe and Journey to a 
Rainbow. 
His new album. Save Tonight for Me, will be released April 1. 
Mangione told the audience he 
didn't know how much money he 
made from the Feels So Good 
album. "Ask my two ex-wives," 
he quipped. 
But the performer stressed 
music students should be in the 
music business for artistic ex- 
pression, not for money. 
"You can't have any personal 
or financial commitments in this 
business. If you have a chance to 
play in a jam session with some 
great musicians or to make 100 
measly bucks playing a gig at a 
country club, there should be no 
question." 
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Fnday/Jim Youll 
Feels so good 
Jazz musician Chuck Mangione held a questionandanswer session 
Thursday in Kobacker Hall. The (amed fluglehorn player also played 
a duet with Edwin Betts. his former teacher. 
Howards crowd takes their 'hats off to Madhatter 
by Carole Hornberger 
Friday editor 
Most bands have a driving 
force behind them and for Mad- 
hatter, Ed Cratty is both the 
drive and the force behind this 
new group which debuted at 
Howards  Club   H  Wednesday 
ratty, the lead singer and 
musical director of the five- 
member band is responsible for 
creating the four-hour show by 
having the final say in what is 
played and how it is performed. 
Billy Hanway, guitar player 
for Madhatter, described Cratty 
by saying that "every band 
needs a boss -someone to tell 
them what works and doesn't. 
We all work together and we all 
have a say in what happens, but 
he puts it all together.' 
And what they put together is 
an authentic show consisting of 
a wide range of rock-n-roll mu- 
sic from the 50s to the 80s. 
"Madhatter has it's own au- 
thentic sound," he said. "You 
wouldn't expect that we can 
sound like the songs we play but 
we can." 
The variety in ages of the band 
adds to the success of their de- 
piction of the songs. With Cratty 
being 31, and Steve Freehand, 
who plays keyboards the young- 
est at 17, the band is able to give 
insight into how they remember 
the particular song they are 
doing. 
For instance, Cratty said that 
when the band plays Jerry Lee 
Lewis or Chuck Berry music, 
Cratty will switch to keyboards 
because he knows how those 
musicians played their music. 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
...three...four 
Madhatter, a new band on the Bowling Green music scene, comprised of (left to right) Norm Recla, bass; 
Billy Hanway. lead guitar; Donny Anderson, drums: Ed Cratty, lead vocals and acoustic guitar, and Steve 
Freehand, keyboard, perform during a sound check before their opening performance Wednesday night 
at Howards Club H. 
"We can change the sound and 
make it like it sounded back then 
and turn around and make a 
recent song sound like it does in 
the 1980s.'r 
During Madhatter's show 
songs from former superstars 
like The Beatles, The Who and 
Chuck Berry are weaved in be- 
tween recent efforts by Billy 
Joel, U2, John Cougar and The 
Firm. Wednesday night's audi- 
ence picked up Madhatter's in- 
tense style as the group jumped 
from tune to tune. 
Heads nodded in recognition 
and applause began as Donny 
Anderson expertly drummed out 
the rhythm of Phil Collins' "I 
Don't Care Anymore." Mouths 
began to lip-sync with Cratty as 
bebegan using his trained voice 
to sing the lines of the popular 
song as Collins would probably 
like to hear it done. 
Rounding out Madhatter is 
bassist Norm Recla. 
Cratty said that most bands 
who play popular music are 
governed by what is on the radio 
and they play the current Bill- 
board Top Ten. This, he added, 
is sometimes detrimental to a 
band because they play the 
songs with little emotion. They 
may be very good at what they 
do, but. it does not matter if they 
don't like what they are playing, 
be added. 
"The fact that those bands 
want to sit twenty minutes on 
break every hour is because 
they need it," be said. "We play 
four hours straight because we 
like to play, not because we have 
to." 
Their desire to play was what 
brought the band together. 
Cratty, Hanway and Recla were 
part of the band Man Overboard 
which broke up three years ago 
due to the members going their 
separate ways. Hanway kept 
calling Cratty, who was at Ohio 
State University, asking him to 
come back to get another band 
together. 
Hanway said he enjoyed work- 
ing with Cratty before and 
wanted to again. 
"The guy's a professional and 
when you find something that's 
good, it's hard to settle with 
anything less." 
Cratty said he was not sure if a 
31-year-old should still be play- 
ing and wondered if he still had 
the toy of performing inside 
himslef. After playing for a var- 
ity show at Ohio State, however, 
he discovered the feeling was 
there and decided to come back, 
finish up his Popular Culture 
degree at the University and get 
the band together. 
Recla, 22, a University senior 
graphics art major, liked the 
type of non-Top Forty music the 
band plays and joined. 
Anderson, 19, started rehears- 
ing with the band last April. He 
was the only member who was 
not enthusiastic about Cratty's 
choice of music, but he saw a 
chance to play in an experienced 
band and decided to join. 
Now, Cratty said Anderson 
enjoys the music and now listens 
to it in his spare time when he is 
not practicing. 
Cratty said they were having 
trouble finding someone to 
round out the band and found 
Freehand sitting in Jim's Gui- 
tar, 130 E: Wooster St., where- 
Hanway works, playing Beatles' 
songs on the piano. 
"Freehand would come in a 
lot and play these songs. We 
thought he was good and liked 
his taste in music." Cratty said 
that it was unusual for a 17-year- 
old to like the older music. They 
asked him to join. 
The name Madhatter came 
about when Donny was reading 
a review of a band called 'Mad- 
hatter'. Cratty explained that 
the band then changed their 
name to "Man Overboard" after 
the review. 
Cratty said the previous band 
got the idea of Madhatter when 
the members were driving in a 
car talking about Alice in Won- 
derland. All of them had on hats 
and Cratty blurted out Madhat- 
ter. 
Cratty also liked it and felt 
that it did not label the band as 
strictly pop or rock as some 
band names do. 
"This is a band which you 
cannot categorize. We play a 
wide range of music for a wide- 
range audience," Cratty said. 
"Don't expect millions of lights, 
fancy clothes or wild hair-dos" 
Some people have been heard 
to call Madhatter, "Ed's Band" 
because of the domineering po- 
U See Band, page 10. 
What should have won the Grammy for best song Tuesday? 
Interviews by/Barb SymboHk 
Geoff Cole, freshman account- 
ing major, Amberst: "I wish 
that Phil Collins would have 
won. His album this year 
seemed to be doing pretty good 
for him, so I think that he de- 
served it." 
Ron Biiikmyer, freshman pre- 
accounting major, Ashland: "It 
would have to be U2 'Bad.' I love 
it because they're great and will 
be the band of the Ms." 
Stacie SpoaseUer, sophomore 
social work major, Tiffin: "I'd 
pick Heart as the winner be- 
cause I went to their concert and 
I like the song 'These 
Dreams.'" 
Tim Gleason, sophomore man- 
agement information systems 
major, Circleville: "It's got to 
be the B oss-B ruce 
Springsteen. He had about six or 
seven songs come off of 'Born in 
the U.S.A?and that's great!" 
Sharon Petrik, senior fashion 
merchandising major, Mayfield 
Heights: "My favorite song is 
'Fortress Around Your Heart.' I 
love Sting's album because it 
has great significance and politi- 
cal statements." 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Barry Hohman freshman busi- 
ness major, Tiffin: "I wish that 
New Edition's 'Count Me Out' 
would have won. I like their 
music, and they dance better 
than the Jackson Five." 
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VCRs great entertainment value 
by John P. Gllebe 
Friday reporter 
In a cultural oasis the likes of 
Bowling Green, weekend 
amusement has its limits. If, 
while trying to avoid bar room 
banality, you find your enter- 
tainment prospects dwindling, 
take heart. There is an alterna- 
tive. 
Video cassette movie rentals 
offer a wide variety of entertain- 
ment possibilities and are read- 
ily available at several locations 
around Bowling Green. 
Cassette prices at six area 
rental outlets are all in the 
neighborhood of $2 for an over- 
night rental. Video cassette re- 
corder/players (VCRs) are also 
available, ranging from $4.99 to 
$6.99 per night depending on the 
store. 
Most of the stores offer special 
package deals for weekend rent- 
als and rentals spanning more 
than one night. Some stores also 
require a returnable deposit 
when renting a VCR. 
Most video rental outlets also 
feature movie clubs that offer 
special discounts to members 
for either a one-year or lifetime 
membership. 
VCRs are easily hooked up to 
the VHF terminal on the back of 
Cir television set. Operation of 
machine is similar to using a 
tape recorder and machines 
should come with instructions if 
there is any doubt. Two types of 
video cassette tapes, VHS and 
Beta, are commonly used. 
According to Ron Ryman, 
manager at the Video Connec- 
tion, 425 E. Wooster St in the 
Open Pantry Food Mart, VHS 
cassettes are slightly larger and 
are the ones carried by the ma- jority of videocassette rental 
outlets in Northwest Ohio. 
The Video Connection cassette 
selection includes new releases, 
oldies, horror, science-fiction, 
comedy, drama, children's, 
wrestling and adult themes. 
Ryman said the Video Connec- 
tion's association with 21 other 
stores in Northwest Ohio makes 
it possible to get tapes not cur- 
rently being earned by the 
Bowling   Green   store.   Mem- 
A TASTE 0' 
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Try something fresh for $1.00 on any Subway salad 
St. Patrick's Day and save or anyfootlong sub 
109 NORTH MAIN ST. Q^\\ -WMSM 
BOWLING GREEN 
352-8391 Offer Expires 3-25-86 JDZ-6jyi ujj e j-sj-eo
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lAn Evening of New Orleans Jazz! 
V 
fo TICKETS:   . - 
%P%3f    *P&9    * » 
STUDENTS FREE WITH ID. 
pick up tickets early for best seats 
bership in The Video Connection 
movie club includes a subscrip- 
tion to Coming Attractions mag- 
azine along with special 
member discounts. 
Phillips Television, 1028 N. 
Main Si, offers video camera, 
video disc and disc player rent- 
als as well as VCR and video 
cassette rentals. Beth Pogan, 
office manager, said Phillips 
Television movie club is de- 
signed primarily for people who 
already own VCR machines. 
In addition to discounts on 
tape rentals, club members 
have the privilege of reserving 
cassettes. New releases, come- 
dies, horror, musicals and mys- 
teries are available. 
Barney's Video, 1093 N. Main 
St., in back of Barney's Phillips 
66 service station, is the only 
video store in Bowling Green 
that offers Beta cassette rentals, 
according to Mary Swanson, 
employee. Barney's also re- 
quires that you be a member of 
their video club in order to rent 
VCRs or videocassettes. 
Barney's Video offers a wide 
variety of video subject matter 
including   oldies,   children's, 
wrestling and adult themes. 
The Video Spectrum, 112 E. 
Washington St., boasts over 3,750 
different tapes. Along with both 
old and new feature films, the 
store features a variety of spe- 
cial interest cassettes including 
sports videos, exercise and for- 
eign language lessons. The Vi- 
deo Connection club 
membership has a special life- 
time membership for students, 
although manager Sue Wilkins 
stresses that students do not 
have to be members in order to 
rent. Video camera rentals are 
also available. 
If you happen to be grocery 
shopping when the urge to rent a 
video hits, Food Town, 1045 N. 
Main St, and Krogers, 1096 N. 
Main St, both have VCRs and 
videocassettes of both old and 
new movie releases available 
for rental. 
Newly released movies like 
Rambo-First Blood Part U. 
Beverly Hills Cop and Mask 
were most frequently mentioned 
by video store employees as 
being the most popular videos. 
Dukes of Dixieland 
to jazz up weekend 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
A group of cool cats will be 
performing in Kobacker Hall 
in the Moore Musical Arts 
Center tonight at 6 p.m. 
The music of The Dukes of 
Dixieland, a six-member 
band from New Orleans, con- 
sists of mostly jazz, the native 
American music that was 
first played by black bands in 
the South in fiw late 1890s to 
early 1900s. The Dukes also 
play a blend of Dixieland 
(ragtime music, characteris- 
tic of New Orleans), mellow 
rhythm and blues and pop. 
The band evolved from a 
group formed in 1949 by the 
Assunto brothers, trumpet 
player Frankie and trombon- 
ist Freddie, and local New 
Orleansians. After Freddie's 
death in 1962, Frank Assunto 
Juit touring with The Dukes. 
oUowing his death in 1973, 
their producer, John Sboup, 
and the two Assunto widows 
kept the band alive. Cur- 
rently, the band's members 
include leader Frank Trapani 
on trumpet Boobie Floyd on 
trombone, Michael Sixer on 
clarinet and sax, Phamous 
Lambert on keyboards. 
Danny Rubio on tuba and 
Duke Barker on drums. 
The band has appeared as a 
special guests with the sym- 
phonies of New Orleans, Cin- 
cinnati, Houston and 
Cleveland. Their television 
credits include an appear- 
ance in NBC's 1979 mini-se- 
ries "Studs Lonigan" and the 
PBS special, "The Dukes of 
Dixieland and Friends" 
(March 1980). 
The Dukes have worked 
with musical artists such as 
Dizzie Gillespie, Benny Good- 
man. Quincy Jones, Lou 
Rawis and Pearl Bailey. 
Ticket are $3, $4 and $7 and 
student tickets are free. 
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'Polkamotion keeps fans dancing 
; by Barbara Symbollk 
• Friday reporter 
As the weekend approaches, 
most college students head for 
.the oars ready to rock to the 
beat of Huey Lewis or The Boss, 
but for Steve Hayest, a Junior 
music education major from 
Parma, the sound of polkas 
highlight his weekend. 
; Hayest, a trumpet player for 
Toledo Polkamotion, spends jeach weekend heading for To- 
ledo and getting ready to play 
'the quick and lively tunes of 
polka music. ■ Hayest arrives at the LePark 
Nite Club, a usual playing spot 
in Toledo, and gets ready to play 
for the neighborhood crowd. The 
people range from twenty to 
fifty and are very much into 
polkas. Feet tapping and polka 
: music fills the room. 
I Although Hayest is of Polish 
descent, he never planned on 
being involved in polka music 
and in fact, he was never really 
interested in polka music at all. 
Hayest said, My parents would 
play polkas on the radio every 
Sunday after church, but I never 
really got into the songs as far as 
listening was concerned." 
It wasn't until Hayest landed a 
rt-time job playing trumpet 
a Cleveland polka band, the 
Polkateers, that he found that 
polkas were not as bad as they 
seemed. Hayest heard about the 
iob from his mother, who men- 
ioned that the band needed a 
trumpet player. 
"I am having fun and getting 
Kid for it," Hayest said. "Pol- 
s are not just for older people 
as they are stereotyped. The 
young people come to hear us 
play too." 
Today, Hayest, 20, is the 
youngest member of the three- 
year old Toledo band. 
Hayest said,"If Toledo Polka- 
motion ever came around town, 
I'd like to see people come and 
see what we are all about. We 
play Chicago-style which is a 
very upbeat mix between coun- 
try and rock." 
Other members of the band 
include: Joe Zalewski, 23, play- 
ing drums and bass; Eddie Bie- 
gas, 24, playing accordian and 
concertina; Michael Tylinski, 
25, playing accordian; and, 
Bobby Lynn, 22, playing trum- 
pet and clarinet. All sing in both 
English and Polish. The group's 
members collaborate on their 
arrangements. 
"The hardest part about 
learning to play polka songs is 
learning the words that are in 
Polish, Hayest said. "I sing 
four to five songs by myself that 
are in English. When I sins 
harmony, it is in Polish and I 
just have to learn from listening 
to the rest of the band members 
who can speak Polish or by 
listening to recordings of the 
songs." 
That isn't easy and can lead to 
embarrassing moments. As Ha- 
yest recalled. "I was singing one 
song and thinking of another, 
anal got all of the words mixed 
up. I started to laugh because I 
can only imagine what I said in 
Polish?' 
Hayest admits that he's tea- 
sed about playing in a polka 
band. "At first, other trumpet 
players laughed, but then I told 
them how much money I made 
for singing and playing trumpet 
for a few hours. They were soon 
whistling a different tune." 
Traveling always brings fun 
and excitement for the band. 
They are busy throughout the 
year traveling throughout the 
Midwest and along the East 
Coast. 
While traveling can mean 
drudgery, it can bring good 
times and impromptu perfor- 
mances, like the one in Seven 
Springs, Pennsylvania. "The 
equipment was set up in our 
cabin, and we started playing. 
Before we knew it, people from 
area cabins started coming in 
and dancing and singing. 
Aside from such extraordi- 
nary times, Toledo Polkamotion 
usually plays twice on week- 
ends. 
Currently the band is getting 
ready to record its second al- 
bum. The first album was re- 
leased last year. Hayest was not 
a part of this effort. 
Hayest said, "I'm really ex- 
cited about our second album. 
We've added extra songs, and a 
larger variety. It looks like it is 
going to be a hit." 
For Hayest, the Toledo Polka- 
motion experience has had posi- 
tive and negative moments. On 
the positive side, Hayest ex- 
elained, "We are like one big, 
appy family where everyone is 
treated the same. I've met many 
good friends along the way." 
But there is a negative side - 
requests at weddings to be ex- 
act. Hayest said, "If it isn't a 
true Polish wedding where the 
only thing you hear is polkas, we 
run into problems because we 
are not equipped to play rock 
and roll if it is requested." 
Though polka music hasn't 
been the music of choice to 
most, it's relative popularity is 
on the increase. This past Tues- 
day polka music was a category 
at the Grammy Awards. This 
brought Toledo Polkamotion a 
nomination as being one of the 
top polka bands in the United 
States by the Polka Music Asso- 
ciation. 
Steve Hayest Friday- Joe Phelan 
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JACK IS BACK! 
But today is the last day 
to see him! Come to the Buckeye 
Room of the Union at 
11 a.m. to see Jack's match 
against the men's champ. 
Noon — a trick shot exhibition 
SEE YOU THERE!! 
Screen Printed T-Shirts 
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THE BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY GOSPEL CHOIR 
presents 
"CALL ON JESUS" 
FESTIVAL OF CHOIRS WORKSHOP AND CONCERT 
Saturday, March 1, 1986 
11:00 a.m.- 12 noon 
12 noon - 2:30 p.m. 
Registration for Workshop 
(3.00 dollars registration fee, which includes dinner) 
Business Administration Building 
Workshops 
Speakers - Vicky Winan 
Tony Elliot 
Dwight Steele 
Rev. Jerry Williams 
Business Administration Building 
Mass Choir Rehearsal 
Prout Chapel 
FESTIVAL OF CHOIRS CONCERT 
featuring:   Vicky Winan 
Central State University £ 
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Joybells and many more 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin E 
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all Shed locations 
Finders (in Bow line] Green) 
■ C.P.W. Showtime Presentation • 
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Band 
a Continued from page 1. 
sition he holds, but Cratty will be 
the first to say he does not want 
top tilling. 
"I am really not looking to be 
the leader. In fact, when' sing, I 
am not at center stage." 
He also added that each mem- 
ber in the band is important and 
that they are always treated 
equally. 
Sometimes, though, Cratty 
does use his position when ft 
comes to choosing material. 
In their four-hour perfor- 
mances, Cratty likes to form a 
sequence with the music so that 
the audience can pick up a mes- 
sage in the show. "There may be 
one song in a set that the others 
in the group might not like," 
Cratty explained: "But if I 
really like the song, too bad, the 
song is played. 
"What you see is me express- 
ing my interests and feelings. I 
don't compromise. To an extent, 
a band must adapt to the vocal- 
ist because if they can't sing it, 
they can't play it." 
Hanway said that he and the 
others don't really mind when 
Cratty dictates a song selection 
because they respect his desci- 
sions. 
"I like what he does (with the 
Eup) and I listen to him. I 
ve myself open because he is 
the boss," he said. 
Cratty said that he is happy 
with his position to come back to 
play because he can watch the 
development of the members, 
including the two youngest. 
"They are my drive and give 
me my ambition to go on." 
He said he enjoys seeing the 
growth in maturity of Anderson 
and Freehand, but the future of 
the band is up in the air. 
Cratty also said that he 
started this band on a trial basis 
because he might go out on stage 
and find that the feeling is Just 
not there anymore to perform. 
But, after Wednesday's en- 
ergetic performance and enthu- 
siastic reception by the crowd at 
Howards, the driving force be- 
hind Madhatter will take a long 
time to weaken. 
Messiest desk sought 
How many times have you walked 
into your professors office and 
thought that the Environmental 
Protection Agency should review 
it for hazardous waste? 
Friday is out to find the most 
abysmal of these filthy cubicles at 
the University 
So, leave your nominee's 
name and office location In the 
Messy Office box at the BG 
News office, 210 West Hall. 
Entries are due by Wednesday, 
March 5 at 5 p.m. 
'Out of Africa* not worth missing 
byKcnZakd 
Friday reporter 
As portrayed in Out of At- 
rica, Karen Blixen's person- 
ality is a complex clash of 
ideals and pursuits. Blixen, 
played by Meryl Streep, is 
free-spirited, direct and uide- 
Kident (at one point she 
vels alone across danger- 
ous African lands to deliver 
her husband supplies) - a for- 
midable challenge for a Euro- 
pean woman in the early 
years of the century. Yet as 
much as she treasures her 
self-sufficiency, her life is 
incomplete as she grows tired 
of the solitary life she leads. 
She marries her lover's 
brother who has been her 
long-time friend primarily so 
they may start a farm in 
Kenya In 1915. Perhaps she 
hoped their friendship would 
grow into something more - 
her true motivation for their 
marriage is left unclear. 
When the First World War 
summons men (including her 
husband) away, Karen ob- 
serves that at least men are 
tested in their abilities and 
personal strength; if women 
are tested, it's for patience 
and living without. ''But I'd 
always been alone," she says, 
"I was used to it'1 
Out of Africa is based on the 
true story of Karen Blixen's 
life in Africa, and partic- 
ularly her relationship with 
Denys Finch Hatton (Robert 
Redford), in certainly one of 
the most warmly romantic 
films of the decade. Like 
1964's A Passage to India, Out 
of Africa is a ntes-of-passage 
film, where Karen's life Is 
changed when she discovers 
the "colors of Africa." 
Although Out of Africa has 
the same stylish and photo- 
graphic romanticism of A 
Passage to India, it is more 
subtle in its characterization 
and cinematic style. Rarely 
does a film create such realis- 
tic, fully drawn characters 
that live on long after the 
movie has finished. 
Shot on location in Kenya, 
the visual splendor of the 
film's cinematography is 
simply compelling as it cap- 
tures the vibrant colors and 
terrain of Africa.' 
the movie the look can only be 
called romantic, and it is cer- 
tainly the richest photogra- 
phy of all of this year's 
Academy nominated films. 
This luscious style helps 
illustrate the story as well. 
The scenes in Denmark, col- 
orless and cold with people in 
black against the chifiy white- 
ness of winter, are contrasted 
with the bright myriad of 
hues of the Afric 
ness. 
i an wilder- 
If not for Streep's many 
previous Academy Awards 
and nominations, she'd prob- 
ably gain the award this year 
as well. Her subtle perfor- 
mance is extraordinary as 
she again becomes the char- 
acter she portrays - it seems 
like she should have her own 
special award category each 
year. As Karen's philan- 
dering husband Bror, Klaus 
Maria Brandauer turns in an 
equally subtle performance 
on par with Streep, and he's 
my bet to capture the Best 
Supporting Actor Award. 
Redford essentially plays 
the same type of character 
he's played In recent years, 
the strong-willed individual 
whose perseverance and indi- 
vidual ideals carry him 
through life. Yet he has mas- 
tered nia style so well, and he 
delivers his well-written lines 
with such wit and charm, he 
still remains a Joy to watch. 
The direction works well 
visually to tell the story. At 
one point, Karen's husband 
has left on safari and will not 
return until the rains come, 
certainly an indefinite period 
of time in Africa's climate. 
Denys and his companion 
Bartley Cole visit Karen, and 
she is pleased to have the 
company. As she waves good- 
bye when they depart. It be- 
gins to sprinkle slightly, and 
the film thus deftly reminds 
us that, despite her initial 
attraction to the two visitors, 
she is married to Bror and 
bell return soon-all con- 
veyed in a single shot. 
Out of Africa garnered 11 
Oscar nominations, and this 
warmly subtle and romantic 
film works on many levels. 
This one is not to be missed. 
m 
MEETINGS EVERY 
MONDAY, 8 p.m. 
Commons, 2nd Floor — West Hall 
For those interested in contributing features or 
reviews. 
C. Hornberger, Editor 372-2603 
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ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone 3529378 
835 High St. - Rental Offic. 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun Lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities ond Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
jMlflll^^ • — ' •"•"•• 
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WANT A SUMMER CAMP JOB? 
Northeastern Pennsylvania 
CAMP LEE MAR 
VIST OUR TAIL! ON 
TUESDAY, MM «ft 
lUL-SpjL 
And ION* DM DHctt 
DCAHPFAfl 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Teaching, Speech & Language Therapy, Arts & Crafts, 
Swimming, WSI, Adaptive Physical Education, Music 
Therapy, Tennis, General. 
SELF-SERVICE 
COPIES 
—4%<— 
Try Kinfco ». For great copies 
And great deals 
kinko's 
open earry Open late QlMnWkMMfMfc 
325 E Weoeter 
Bo**!* Gceea. OMe 43402 
Mitt 3S4-J*77 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tennants pay utilities at somm locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
Don't get lost in the crowd this 
Spring Break, hike the: 
| APPALACHIAN TRAIL ] 
$125 per person 
includes: 
equipment 
transportation 
food (except lunches) 
mandatory pre-hike 
T-Shirt 
There are still a few spots open. Sign 
up between 8 a.m. — 5 p.m. in the 
UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union. $50 
non-refundable deposit must accom- 
pany sign-up. SIGN UP TODAY!!! 
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Comedy brightens 
winter weekend 
by John P. Gbcbe 
Friday reporter 
Attention Grabbing 
Yegor Gloumov (Ivan Fuller) gets more attention than he wishes from 
Cleopatra Mamaev (Elizabeth Kimes) In this scene from the University 
production of Diary of a Scoundrel. The comedy will be presented at 
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday in the Main Auditorium of University Hall 
on campus. 
The subtle humor of Rus- 
sia's first professional play- 
wright, Alexander Ostrovsky, 
is featured in the University 
Theater Department's pro- 
duction of Diary of a Scoun- 
drel. 
The comedy concludes its 
run at the Main Auditorium in 
University Hall with perfor- 
mances at 8 p.m. this Friday 
and Saturday. 
Diary of a Scoundrel is a 
satire on 19th century Rus- 
sian society in which a young 
man exploits the vanities of 
others in order to better his 
family's social and financial 
status. 
The comedy opens with Ye- 
gor Gloumov (Ivan Fuller) 
and his mother (Lisa Bus- 
cani) scheming to find a way 
to Improve their fortunes. Ye- 
gor manages to ingratiate 
himself to his wealthy, dis- 
tant relative Neel Mamaev 
(Thomas K. Kieffer) and win 
the favor of Mamaev's circle 
of friends. He flatters Ma- 
maev's romance-minded wife 
Cleopatra (Elizabeth Kimes), 
and he uses a drunken fortune 
teller (Jodi Lee Maile) to 
impress the wealthy widow 
Madame Tourousina (Karen 
L. Gygli), whose niece he 
hopes to marry. 
He records his true, mostly 
disparaging opinions about 
those he exploits in a diary. 
The play climaxes when Cleo- 
patra finds the diary. 
The story line in Diary of a 
Scoundrel unwinds slowly 
and somewhat confusingly, 
but it soon picks up pace when 
Yegor meets Mamaev. Hu- 
mor comes in the form of the 
haughty, hypocritical person- 
alities of the characters, but 
it is most effective in the 
facial expressions and vocal 
intonations of the actors. 
Theater professor, Allen 
Kepke, director of the produc- 
tion, has done a superb job of 
typecasting the characters. 
Fuller, a master's theater 
student, plays an excellent 
Yegor Gloumov. and Bus- 
cani, senior public relations 
major, is impressive as Ma- 
dame Gloumov. The express- 
ions and mannerisms of the 
fortune teller, the butler (Ste- 
CBuehrer) and Madame 
ousina are hilarious as 
well. 
The costumes and stage 
sets aren't spectacular, but 
they do compliment the 
play's overall affect. 
While the Russian style of 
writing takes some getting 
used to, the University The- 
ater Department's rendition 
of the Diary of a Scoundrel 
makes it easy to laugh. 
BG blessed with 
2 radio stations 
by P. F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
The University is blessed in 
n^ny ways. 
We have Bill's Hill, a nation- 
ally known hockey team, the 
world's center for drosophilia 
used in genetics research and 
we have two campus radio sta- 
tions. 
WFAL - nicknamed "The 
Rock Authority" - is found on 
680 AM, and can only be picked 
up in the dorms. That's a shame, 
really. The "Waffle," as it is 
called by industry insiders, is an 
Album Oriented Rock (AOR) 
station. 
According to music director 
Dale Stead, WFAL plays, "The 
best in contemporary rock-n- 
roll, as well as oldies/' 
The station features a 24-hour 
request line that gets your song 
on within IS minutes. "We're a 
third less serious than other 
stations, but sound great," said 
Stead. 
WBGU - a.k.a. "The Alterna- 
tive" - offersjust what its mon- 
iker implies. The majority of the 
music programming is alterna- 
tive rock-n-roll, or rock-n-roll 
Bui can't hear anywhere else, 
ost groups heard on WBGU 
don't get airplay anywhere else, 
which makes WBGU "a starting 
point for new bands," according 
to music director Lynn Oakes. 
Others who receive airplay 
. can be heard on commercial 
radio like Simple Minds, De- 
pecbe Mode and the Thompson 
Twins, but you'll only hear their 
hits there and nothing else. 
WBGU also offers other types of 
music programming including 
Caribbean, jazz, urban, hard- 
core/punk, heavy metal, coun- 
Sand Christian. The station 
era free program guides. 
which are available at several 
local businesses. 
"WBGU offers the listening 
audience music that they are not 
able to here elsewhere," Oakes 
said. 
Both stations offer news and 
and oper- 
l stations ate 24 hours a day. _ 
are also student run. 
1 FREE ITEm 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
on any size pizza 
ASK (or It when ordering 
coupon not needed 
I    ULXV.I   OP|N 4 p „, 
Ph. 352-5166 
Free 
Delivery 
VOTED 8EST PiZZR IN a C 
.iol valid with other coupons 
ntNWMBl 
FOR DISC 
PUCES ro 
.GO DOWN'. NO EXCUSE SALE 
THERE'S NO REASON NOT TO COME TO HART AUDIO'S NO EXCUSE SALE. 
YOU'LL FIND BARAGINS ON HIGH QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT BACKED UP WI1 
FRIENDLY EXPERT ADVICE AND SERVICE TOO! 
i CANT PLAY MY STEREO AT 
4:00 IN THE MORNING' 
NO EXCUSE 
^v    AZDEN 
/        \ HEADPHONES 
DRS-69 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
HEADPHONES 
$6.99 u 
'MY NEEDLE'S BROKE 
NO EXCUSE 
CARTRIDGES 
ME75P 
$29.95 
INSTALLED 
FITS REGULAR OR V MOUNT 
'NO ONE TOLD ME I 
HAD TO CLEAN IT 
NO EXCUSE 
CLEANER 
EASY TO USE 
AND VERY 
EFFECTIVE 
$5.99 
IDONT HAVE ROOM 
FOR A STEREO' 
NO EXCUSE 
Panasonic 
<& 
RX-1925 
PERSONAL 
AM/FM CASSETTE 
WTTH HEADPHONE 
$39.99 
I'M OUT OF BLANK TAPE 
NO EXCUSE 
maxell 
TAPE 
UDS II C-90 
HIGH BIAS 
'MY TURNTABLE'S GOT TO BE 
LINEAR OR FORGET IT 
NO EXCUSE 
PL25FB 
FULLY AUTOMATIC DIRECT DRIVE 
WITH SERVO 
CONTROLLED QUEING    $17995 
1 HATE SOGGY CAR SPEAKERS' 
NO EXCUSE 
NetroSound SPEAKERS 
WATER RESISTANT POLYPROPYLENE 
SKP-53 
5'A" 3 WAY SPEAKER $39.99 
50 WATT RATING pair 
'MY BROTHER MOVED OUT 
WITH HIS RECEIVER' 
NO EXCUSE 
HITACHI 
HTA-25F RECEIVER 
DIGITAL READOUT 
12 STATION MEMORY 
40 WATTS POWER $159.95 
'DISC PLAYERS ARE TOO EXPENSIVE' 
NO EXCUSE 
TMK CD-440 
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE 
SONG SKIP, SEARCH & REPEAT 
JAM PROOF DOOR $18g 95 
VISIT US ON THE 
BGSUCAMPDAY; 
CAMP NUH0P- "THE 
WARM FUZZY CAMP" 
For delta sitli learning disabilities 
^ behavior ifcabiitto 
I the Inflowing programs: 
E*M..Cea 
MenaCee 
fakttttlae 
CmCea 
Cm bar 
kspcsC, 
iff 
Clap Nubop centers its activities 
arowl developing a positive sdrton- 
opt to aabie all LD.BD children 
becoae al they can be. 
AaM OH- (419) 289-2227 
CAR CARE 
TIPS! 
By KEN MOHLER 
THERE'S NOTHING BUT STATIC ON MY RADIO' 
NO EXCUSE 
I PARSEC ANTENNA MODEL 740311 
PERFECT FOR DORM OR APARTMENT 
REJECTS MULTIPATH DISTORTION 
25 db GAIN AMPLIFIER jgg 95 
'I DONT UKE MY MUSIC INTERRUPTED' 
NO EXCUSE 
iranii. 
Dooooo 
rsroi 
AUTO-REVERSE CASSETTE 
SD-351 
2 MOTOR TRANSPORT 
DOLBY BAC MUSIC SEARCH 
BLANK SKIP |279 95 
1 WANT MY SPEAKERS TO LAST A LIFETIME' 
NO PROBLEM 
GENESIS 
SPEAKERS 
MODEL 7 
COMPACT BOOKSHELF SIZE 
60 WATT RATING 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY       $199.95 
THE ACOUSTICS IN THIS ROOM 
ARE TERRIBLE FOR STEREO' 
NO EXCUSE 
NU MARK 
EQUAUZER 
15 HWWH* »MNNWf: 
EO-23105 10 BAND 
EQUAUZER WITH LEVEL 
CONTROL AND OUTPUT METERS 
$119.95 
THERE ARE PLENTY MORE NON-EXCUSES WAITING FOR YOU SO BE SURE TO COME 
THE HART AUDIO EXTRA TOUCH 
TRADE-INS ARE WELCOME 
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL 
LOANER POLICY ON EQUIPMENT 
BOUGHT FROM HART AUDIO 
BANK CARDS WELCOME 
NO CHARGE FOR LAYAWAYS 
EASY FINANCE TERMS 
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH 
AUDIO WORKS SERVICE 
QUALITY EXPERT REPAIR ON ANY MAKE 
STEREO AT VERY REASONABLE RATES. LET 
RON TAKE CARE OF YOUR AUDIO 
PROBLEMS. 
Hart Audio 
IHK COHtONENT SHOAIBTS 
OPEN 
10:00 AM -6:30 PM 
MON • FRI 
10:00 AM-4:00 PM 
_, SAT 
248 SOUTH MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
352-3595 
THIS WEEKEND 
SALE 
SUNDAY TOO! 
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
ft Audio Works 
SPONSORED BY: 
►EARL BROS.4 
352-6966 
330 S. MAPLE ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
TIP LINE! 
Heat! It the tnimy which 
reduces the lubrication 
value In all lubricants. 
Regular attention to you re 
engine cooling system by 
trained technicians con pre- 
vent major engine and 
transmission failures. Have 
your engine's radiator, belts 
and hoses inspected by The 
Earl Bros. Today. 
QUIZ LINE? 
Q: What relation to you 
would the sister-in-law of 
your father's only brother 
be? 
WIN1 
First 2 persons with 
the correct answer to 
call will receive 
A FREE 
OIL CHANGE AND 
21 POINTS 
INSPECTION 
SERVICE 
(Filter Not Included) 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Winners names will be 
posted here weekly on 
Mondays. 
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Ozzy dries out 
LONDON (AP) - Ozzy Os- 
bourne no longer bites the heads 
off bats. He even says he's given 
up drugs and drink. 
The madman of heavy metal 
has become a family man. 
That's what he's saying as he 
gears up for a U.S. tour to pro- 
mote his latest LP, "The Ulti- 
mate Sin." 
"I would hate for my kids to 
say, 'Mum, how did Dad die?' 
and to have her answer, 'Well, 
he died of an overdose of drugs,' 
or 'He drank himself to death.' 
That's a horrible thing to leave 
your kids," said Osbourne. 
Osboume and his wife, Sharon 
Arden, who is also his manager, 
have three children - ages 2,1, 
and 2 months. He has two chil- 
dren from a previous marriage. 
His change to family man 
comes at a time when his career 
is once again laced with contro- 
versy. 
Last October, he was sued for 
unspecified general and punitive 
damages by the parents of John 
Daniel McCoUum, 19, of Indio, 
Calif. The youth shot himself to 
death Oct. 27,1984, while listen- 
ing to Osbourne's LP, "Speak to 
the Devil." 
Osbourne said the parents 
misunderstood his song. " 'Sui- 
cide Solution' was nothing more 
than a warning to people on the 
dangers of drinking too much 
alcohol," he said. 
The British rock star has al- 
ways courted controversy. Be- 
sides being vilified for biting off 
a bat's head during a concert in 
Des Moines, Iowa, he was ac- 
cused of urinating on the Alamo 
before a performance in San 
Antonio. 
Osboume quit the band Black 
Sabbath in 1978 to pursue a solo 
career that didn't take off, and 
felt he'd never reach such suc- 
cess again. 
"Then Sharon came in and 
said. 'We're going to get you out 
of this.' It was like a ray of 
sunshine." 
She became his manager, and 
three years later they married. 
Under her direction he has re- 
leased three solo albums, each 
selling more than 1 million cop- 
ies. 
Violent Femmes get G.K., U.S. acclaim 
by P. F. WiUon 
Friday reporter 
When it comes to chart-top- 
ping acts our overseas cous- 
ins, the Brits, have a lot to be 
proud of, but no one is sneez- 
ing at big name American 
acts. Madonna and The Boss 
were one and two in record 
sales in the U.K. last year. 
The Brits do hold a definite 
edge in one area though, and 
that's in the number of good, 
young, fresh groups. 
The future of true Ameri- 
can music lies in only a hand- 
ful of groups. One group 
that's recieved critical ac- 
claim both here and in Britain 
is Milwaukee's Violent Fem- 
mes. 
The Femmes have actually 
been making records since 
1983, when they released a 
critically acclaimed debut 
LP, followed in 1984 by the 
somewhat controversial al- 
bum Hallowed Ground. Now 
in 1986 comes their third LP 
entitled The Blind Leading 
The Naked. More than any- 
thing this album shows how 
well the Femmes have pro- 
gressed musically. 
The album starts with the 
29-second "Old Mother Rea- 
gan." It's reminiscent of their 
debut LP, and is politicaly 
motivated. Leader Gordon 
Gano sings Old Mother Rea- 
gan/She's so dumb/She's so 
dangerous. . .Old Mother 
Reagan went to heaven/But 
at the pearly gates/She was 
stopped - and so does the 
song. 
Religion is still a big theme 
with the Femmes, especially 
in songs like "No Killing,' 
"Faith"' and "Love and Me 
Make Three." The latter was 
written by the other two band 
members Victor De Lorenzo 
and Brian Ritchie who does 
lead vocals for that particular 
track. Ritchie's gruff voice 
sings Christ is crying/Outside 
your church door/Don't let 
him in/He'U get mud on the floor. . .The worst of men- 
/Don't seem to affect you. 
The song "Faith" is almost 
spiritual by contrast. A 
bluesy saxophone rolls over 
the song as Gordon Gano tells 
us about his faith in God. 
"Candlelight Song" fin- 
ishes side one and is the only 
disappointing track on the 
album. Slow and moody, the 
piece quickly becomes mo- 
notonous. An overly promi- 
nent bass and a lot of 
percussion just doesn't hold 
up for three minutes. 
More stand-out cuts include 
a cover of a Marc Bolan song, 
and the band's current single, 
called "Children of the Revo- 
lution." For this song, Brian 
Ritchie breaks out the power 
chord. It's solid AOR 
material and may bring the 
Femmes some well deserved 
attention on commercial ra- 
dio. 
"Heartache" is a fast 
straight forward rock and roll 
song. Nothing fancy here- 
ana it works. 
The album finishes with an 
all too brief ballad called 
"Two People." It's less than a 
minute long and one has to 
wonder why the Femmes 
didn't make it any longer. 
The album hasn't produced 
any hits, and more than likely 
won't. So for the few of you 
who wait to see how many 
hits an album has before you 
invest in it, don't hold your 
breath. For the rest of you 
who may want to here part of 
America's musical future, 
The Blind Leading The Naked 
is worth at least one listen. 
Use The   Escort Service 
Don't pollute. Give a hoot.        mmmmmm     Don't pollute. 
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Phi Mu Date Party 
March 1,1986 
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B.G.S.U. Theatre Presents... 
DIARY OF A 
SGOUNDR-EL 
BY ALEXANDER OSTROVSKY 
FEBRUARY 27- MARCH 1 
8:00 p.m. 
Main Auditorium 
Tickets Only $2.00 For Students 
For Reservation* Call 372-2222 
SPECIAL 
$6.50 16 in. One Item Pizza 
| Free Delivery 
I Open 4 p.m. 
P^ b's 
Additional Item. SI.00 
Chicago Styla Extra 
203 N. Main 
352-5166 
Expire* 3/3/86 
■ONE COUPON PER PIZZA — 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Howard's club H 
210 n. main 
RAY FULLER BAND 
Tonight and Saturday 
• NO COVER * 
A Designated Driver Participant 
DON'T GET LEFT 
OUT IN THE COLD 
RENT YOUR FALL 
APARTMENT NOW! 
*507 E. Merry. 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. Close to Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
803 Fifth St. 
2 Bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished. FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER and Cable TV. 
309 High Street. 
2 Bedroom Furnished, Near Campus. FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & Cable TV. 
481 Eighth St. 
2 Bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished, lto Baths. FREE WATER & SEWER 
733 Manville. 
2 Bedroom Unfurnished, l'/2 Baths. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
336V2 S. Main. 
2 Bedroom, Very Large Rooms. Low Utilities. 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
Escapism 
Have You  Done  Everything  For 
Your Florida Spring Break? 
Before Leaving — Be Sure To 
Schedule Your Appolntmentl 
• Weaving* 
*  Luminizings 
* Highlightings 
r MX OFF *v /»   vrr
weaving*—luminizings—highlighting 
w/Nicole—Sue—Laurie 
L J 
(HAIR GALLERY) 
134 E. Wooster 
Behind Finders Records 352-HAIR 
Green Sheet 
Whan on* thinks of th. opera, often 
visions of Bugs Bunny chasing Elmer 
Fudd in "The Barber of Seville," fat 
women with viking horns on their hoods 
singing away and other such images 
come to mind. Why not see for yourself 
what a real opera is and what it's all 
about. 
Frldoy and Saturday (March 7-8) the 
Bowling Green community will have the 
opportunity to see live performances of 
the Puccini operas "Suor Angelica" ond 
"Gianni Schicchi" beginning at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Roy Lazarus will direct and the Bowl- 
ing Green Philharmonia will be directed 
by Robert Spano. 
Puccini is one of the most popular 
opera composers today because of his 
simple plots about simple people in 
complex situations, according to Laz- 
arus. 
"Suor Angelica" concerns a nun. Sister 
Angelica, who has been sent to a con- 
vent by her noble family for having an 
illegitimate child. She is forced by her 
aunt to sign away her inheritance to her 
sister. The opera takes place in the 17th 
century. 
"Gianni Schicchi" is a comedy set in 
Florence in the early 20th century. When 
relatives learn Buoso Donati has willed 
his entire fortune to charity, they hire 
Gianni to impersonate him and change 
his will to include them. 
Tickets for the event are $4, $6 and $8 
and half-price for students with a valid 
I.D. and can be purchased at the Moore 
Musical Arts Center box office or re- 
served by calling 372-8171. Box office 
hours ore 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Mon- 
day through Friday. 
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Whirling dancers will grace the stage ot Main 
"Auditorium at 8 p.m. Friday (March 13) through Sunday 
(March 15). 
The University Performing Dancers, a 14-member 
troupe, will perform pieces by tour choreographers in 
their annual spring performance. The dancers will 
perform numbers choreographed by Sally Fowler, a 
visiting assistant professor In the department of 
philosophy; Jane Welner. a 1965 graduate of the 
University and numbers by Olivia Rivers and Deborah 
Tell, both members of the University dance faculty. 
In addition to the University Performing Dancers, 
members ot the Rigmarole Dance company will also 
appear. They will perform "Ethere-Elle," a piece 
choreographed by Tell. 
Tickets for the performance are S2 for students and S3 
for adults and can be purchased at the door. For more 
information call 372-2395. 
UNPVERSI PERFORMING 
on Pai Ai'etfMiAell'AliA 
Lectures..1. 
Wrapping up a successful Black History 
Month here at the University will bo Dick 
Gregory, a comedian, author and human 
rights activist. Gregory has written nine 
books and in his lifetime has promoted 
such diverse issues as women's rights, the 
advancement of blacks in society and 
eliminating acid rain, to name o few. Ho 
will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in 115 
Education about 'he status of blacks today. 
His speech it tree and open to all...A 
Colloquium sponsored by the English 
Department, Theorizing the Feminine: 
The Anglo American vs. The French 
Traditions, will bo held at 7 p.m. Monday 
(March 10) in the Capitol Room of the 
Union. Anne Herman from the University 
of Michigan will deliver this speech about 
feminist literary theory. The speech is free 
and open to all. 
AViisir... 
Tonight (F.b. 28) Th. Mw of 
Dixieland, a six m.mb.r group which hat 
r*c.iv»d rav. r*vl.w» worldwide, will 
bring its Now Orl«ans-styl. music to 
Bowling Green for on 8 p.m. concert in 
Kobacker Hall. Moor. Musical Art* Center. 
Tickets for this Artist Series event or. 
free (or University students and $3, $S and 
$7 for oil others. Tickets can be picked up 
or purchosed at the Kobocker Hall box 
office from 10:30 a.m. until the 
performance. Formed in 1949, The Dukes 
offer a distinctive blend of traditional 
Dixieland, pop and innovative jazz ttyllngs. 
They preserve such Dixieland favorites as 
"Bourbon Street Parade" and "South 
Rampart Street Parade," blend them with 
mellow blues Ilk. "Benin Street Bluet." toss 
In torn, ragtime numbers Ilk. Scott Joplin's 
"Th. Entertainer." accent all with 
contemporary pieces such at "Stor Wars: 
The Contina Suit.," and then top it off with 
a return to th. traditonal, Ilk. "Wh.n th. 
Saintt Go Marching In." 
Th. jazz will contlnu. Tu.sday (March 11) 
when th. University Jan Lab Bandt will 
giv. a concert at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall. 
And that concert is just the banning of a 
busy month of music in the Center. At 3 
p.m. Sunday (March 2) the Brass Quintet 
will present a concert In Bryan Recital Hall. 
Ttwi on Tuesdoy (March 4). th. Trombone 
Ensevmbl. will perform works by Franz 
Schubert In a concert beginning at 8 p.m. 
The next night (March 5). soprano Ann 
CorrIgan and pianist Vinc.nt Corrlgan 
will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall. Th. Trio da Camera will take 
the stag, at 8 p.m. Sunday (March 9) for a 
concert in Bryan Recital Holl and th»n th. 
n.xt night (March 10) the N.w Music 
Ensemble will giv. a concert at 8 p.m. in 
Bryan. While the Jazz lab Band It 
performing In Kobocker on Tuesday (March 
II). the Peregrine Contort, a 
Renaissance ensemble, will giv. a concert 
at 8 p.m. in Bryan. The next night (March 
12), members of the mutic faculty will 
perform In a Bryan Chamber Series 
concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan. Faculty 
"members expected to perform Include 
flutists Judith Bentley and David Melle. 
-violinist Nathan Gordon, clarinetist Edward 
Marks, tenor Richard Mathey and pianltt 
Ann Pop*. All of the March concerts or. 
"''•••_    .        I I       | 
Theater...-|- 
Tonight and tomorrow night laughter will 
continue in Main Auditorim of University 
Hall at Mary of A Scoundrel continues its 
run. Th. ploy it o comic portrayal of a 
young man who takes advantage of others' 
vanities to enhance his welfare. Curtain 
time Is 8 p.m. Tickets or. $2 for students 
ond $4 for oil others and can be reserved by 
calling 372-2222 or purchosed at tha 
door...Sat within a religious theme, the 
tll.erb.r. Production' MOM Appeal 
will be stoged at 8 p.m. Wednesday (Anarch 
5) through Saturday (March 8) in 405 
University Hall. The play explores the 
relationship between a young seminarian 
who it assigned to a priest to learn to 
conform to ma system  Tickets ar. 
available only at tha door ond ara $1.50. 
tyiorts.1. 
Nat. Thurmond, arguably th. bast 
basketball player ever to wear a Falcon 
jersey, will have that jersey retired during 
halftime activities at the Falcon-Miami 
basketball game. 2 p.m. Saturday (March 
1) in Anderson Arena. Tickets for th. gam. 
ore students $2, odults $4 and reserved $5. 
Tickets are available at the Memorial box 
office Monday to Frldoy from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. To commemorate th. event the mayor 
of Bowling Green. Bruce Bellord. has 
proclaimed tha day "Nat. Thurmond Day." 
A first-round pick of the San Francisco 
Warriors in 1963, Thurmond is considered 
one of the best defensive players to have 
ever played in the NBA. H. is on. of the 
only players to have hit jersey retired by 
two teams: Golden State and Cleveland. 
H. finished hit basketboll career in 
Cleveland in 1977 with career averages of 
IS points ond IS rebounds In nearly 1,000 
NBA contests. In odditon to being at tha 
gam.. Thurmond will be making several 
other appearances during th. weekend. 
An informal discussion titled 
"Conversations with Nat." from 9:30 a.m.- 
11 a.m. Friday (Fab. 28) In th. Prout Hall 
Main Lounge will begin th. day's 
festivities. Tha event is co-sponsored by 
the Office of Minority Affairs and 
Residential Services  Th. event is free and 
open to all. A Falcon Club luncheon will be 
held noon Frldoy (F.b. 28) in th. Ice Arena 
Lounge. The colt it the price of lunch. For 
reservations please call 372-2401. At 1:30 
p.m. a reception sponsored by th. 
Undergraduate Stud.nl Gov.rnm.nt will 
b. held on the second floor of the Student 
Services Building. This event is free ond 
open to all. A Nate Thurmond recognition 
dinner will be th. final event on Friday 
(Feb. 28). Dinner will begin at 6 p.m. at th. 
Holiday Inn, 1550 East Wooster. The cost is 
$15. Proceeds from the dinner will h.lp 
develop an annual scholarship fund for a 
minority student athlete. For tick.ts call 
the Memorial Hall box office 
Etcetera. •'• 
Pancakes have been a traditonal part of 
American breakfasts for years since their 
appearanc. as "griddle cakes" in pioneer 
days. Pioneers won't be serving the Phi Mu 
Pancake Breakfast, but they'll probably 
tost, at good at th. early griddle cokes. 
The breakfast Is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 
11 a.m. Sunday (March 9) at St. Thomas 
More University parish, 425 Thurttin. 
Proceeds from the breakfast will go to 
Project H.O.P.l. (Health Opportunities for 
People Everywhere). Tickets ar. $1.75, 
$2.25 and $3. according to portion siz. and 
con be purchased at the door. For more 
information about th. breakfast call Kathy 
Shaw at 352-4429...Although humility Is a 
good attribute to have, we at Gr«ven Sheet 
ore proud to be considered one of the 
University's hottest daslgns. W. will be 
displayed among other interesting works 
at the annual Stud.nt Design Exhibition 
Tha exhibition opens Sunday (March 2) with 
a public reception from 2-5 p.m. in the Fine 
Arts Gallery   The exhibit will continue 
through March 21. Gallery hours or. 8:30 
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday. The 
exhibit it free and open to all    Mellbo.es 
will be available for th. first tim. for 
studsnt organizations here on campus. 
The boxes or. free to student groups and 
or. located In 405 Student Services. Mail 
con be distributed through these boxes by 
bringing it addressed to specific 
organizations or, for mass mailings, a 
quantity of 175 should be provided for 
distribution. Groups who have a campus 
offic. or. not included in this service. For 
mar. details contact the Office of Student 
Activities and Orientation at 372- 
2843.   Students who will be going into the 
teaching profession ore encouraged to 
attend th. Teacher Job Fair Thursday 
(March 6). Tha fair will be held from 3-8 
p.m. In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of tha 
Union ond will feature Ohio school systems 
such as Bellevue. Vermilion. Toledo, 
Mourn... Bowling Green. Fremont. 
Cincinnati, at well as syst.ms from 
Kalamazoo and D.troit. Mich. Students will 
be able to match their major field in 
education with th. needs of the individual 
' school systems at th. fair. Students ar. 
encouraged to sign up for interviews at 
, University Placement Services for 
interviews with th. school syst.ms during 
these times...But if it's a summer job you're 
looking for, then maybe Student 
Employment's Summer Job Fair is just 
what you're looking for. Th. fair will b. 
hold from lOo.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday (March 
4) in th. lenhart Grand Ballroom of th. 
Union and representatives from more than 
M employers are expected to be in 
attendance. Most of the representatives 
will be from summer camps, but employers 
such as the Cedar Point Amusement Park, 
th. City of Dayton Parks and Recreation 
Division ond orea resorts will also be 
represented. No appointments are n.eded 
and there is no admission charge...Th. 
Student BJac Cantor has a problem. In th. 
near future, a flog pole will be erected in 
front of th. Center and the Center's 
specially designed pennant will fly 
immediately below the American flag. Tha 
problem: the Rec Center doesn't have a 
specially designed pennant. To correct th. 
problem, a contest to find th. best 
student designed flag is being held. 
Applications and contest rules ore now 
available at the Center, the deodline to 
submit dasigns is Friday (March 14). Prlzas 
will be awarded for the two best entries. 
I    BiM dual 
-^^Jr^BxezeW Green Sheet is 
^Ir^J^e-fgfJJV       produced by the 
^BJP^^^^SA     Bowling Green State 
1
    Unlveslty Offic. of 
Public Relations for 
students, faculty and 
staff. 
The next issue of 
Oraon Sha.'. will ha publi.ned March 14 
and will covor o thrao week pariod. March 
17 through April 6  The daadline to submit 
information for that issue is noon 
Wednesday. March 12. 
All events must be submitted in writing 
to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. There is no charge 
to have an item listed 
Editor: Dlna Horwedel 
Calendar Editor: Staci Slupe 
Designed by: Anne Kern 
Production: Bob Schindl.r 
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IfVcai SSfnte Ihriwrsify fcltrnarY rUtyliMMS 
is fise-ii e.m. _ WHMII «lth Note Former   BGSU   All-Amerko   bo.kelboll player Not* Thurmond will hold on Infor- 
mal di.cusnon i«siion  Free and opon to * 
all. Main lounge. Prout Hall. 
1: JO 1 p.m. - Vl.lllrv, Writers' Series 
Phil St. Clou. Engli.h Inttructor. ond Robert Bh/ermon, 
groduato student, will road from tholr works. Froo ond opon 
to all. Faculty lounge, Union. 
7iM. «t4S p.m.. Midnight - UAO CWMH MM 
"Cocoon" will bo shown. $1.50 with a »GSU 10. 210 Math 
Science. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockay 
•GSU vs. Illinois-Chicago In tho CCHA playoffs, ko Arona. 
■ p.™. - Artiit Imtm 
Tho Dukes ol Dixieland will porform. Tickets oro froo for 
■GSU students. $3. $5 ond $7 for all others. Kobocker Hall. 
Moor. Mu.ical Am Cantor. 
s p.m. - owokotbo.il 
•GSU vl. Miami. At holfllmo. formor 
•GSU ond NBA ttor Nato Thurmond will 
havo hli i.r.ey numbor rotlrod. Ander* 
tan Arona. 
7:JO. 9:43 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
Soo 7:30 p.m. Friday. Fob. 38, lilting. 
7:JO p.m. - Hockay 
•GSU vi   lllinoi. Chicogc In tho CCHA playoff,   ko Arona. 
2-S p.m. - Design lihlbltlon 
Roc.plion. Tho Student Design Exhibi- 
tion opons. Froo ond opon to all. 
Gallon/, Flno Art. Building. 
3 p.m. ~ Contort 
Tho Brass Quintot will porform. Froo and opon to oil. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
S-* p.m. - R.treet 
"Brood That Is Broken," a two-night rotroat. will bo hold. Ad- 
vanced registration requested. Antioch Room, St. Thomas 
More Parish. 425 thurslln. 
7 p.m. - SBKltol 
The Graduate Music Student Association will porform. Bryan 
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7: JO p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Illinois-Chicago in the CCHA Ployoffs (if nocossory). 
Ice Arena. 
7:JO a.m.-Noon - Coffee Won 
Coffee and refreshments will bo sold. 
Sponsored by Phi Beta lambda. Lobby, 
Education. 
B: JO e.m.3 p.m. - Student Design lihlbltlon 
Free and opon to all. Gallery, Fine Arts Building. 
9:JO e.m.-J:JO p.m. - BGSU Trivia Gem. Sele 
Sponsored by tho American Marketing Association. Price is 
$9.99 with a valid student ID. Sale continual through Friday. 
March 14. On-Compus Mailbox Room. Mosaley. 
2-4 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Coffee and refreshments will bo served. Sonsorod by the| 
World Student Association. 411 South Hall. 
*:J0-4 p.m. - Arts Manopom.nt I 
Sponsored by the College of Musical Arts. Open to all. Gr een| 
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7 p.m. - Undergroduete Student Government 
Meeting. Open to all. Assmebly Room, McFall Center. 
7. * p.m. - UAO Cempu* Film 
"The Cotton Club," .tarring Gregory Hlnes and Richard Gore, 
will be presented. $1.50 with BGSU 10. 121 West Hall. 
• p.m. •• Criminal Justice Organisation 
Meeting. Career counseling ond resume writing will be 
discussed. Open to all. 107 Hanna. 
• p.m. - International Film Series 
"A Strange Saint." with English subtitlas, will bo shown. 
Sponsored by tho deportments of Russian, Gorman, ond East 
Asion languages. Free ond open to all. Glsh Film Theater. 
Honna. 
__     T     U     E 
7:JO e.m.-Neon    Coffee Wers 
See 7 30 a.m. Monday. March 3, listing. 
•:J0 e.m.-S p.m. - Student Design lihlbltlon 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
10 e.m.-l p.m. - Camp Den/ and lament Job Fair 
Representatives for more than 60 summer employers will be 
present. Lenhort Grand Ballroom, Union. 
1:JO p.m. - Weehlngton Canter Int. •hip 
Information session. Sponsored by the Center for Academic 
Options. 213 Administration. 
S p.m. - latremurele 
Deadline   for  application   to  ploy  women's  ond  co-ed 
volleyball   Entries avoiloble In 108 Student Roc Center. 
4:JO p.m. - Public ■elation. Organisation 
Meeting. Open to members. 212 Hoy.. 
7: JO p.m. - Society tar Creative Anachronism 
Meeting. Open to oil. 309 Mosaley. 
7l»0 pJB. - "W I 
Meeting. Advertising strategies will bo discussed. Open to 
all. 110 Business Administration. 
7:JO p.m. - American Marketing «saofletlen 
Herb Melton of Tom James clothing retailer will speak. Open | 
to members. 115 Education. 
terlumSh. • p.m. - Ha 
"Planet's Quest" will be presented. $1 donation suggested. 
Plonetorium. Physical Sciences Laboratory. 
t p-m. - Concert 
The Trombone Ensemble will perform. Free ond open to oil. 
Bryon Recitol Hall. Moor. Musical Arts Canter. 
7: JO e.m. otJjajj - Cedfee War* 
Sea 7:30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
8:JO e.m-3 p.m. - $tudent Deetan l.hlkltlon 
Saa 8.30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
In Co: ilcatioos 
Meeting. Elections will be held for 1986-87 officer.. Open to 
. Conference Room, 11th floor, Offenhouer Wast. 
7-e p.m. - Culture Night 
Singing, dancing, and reading* of different cultures will be 
presented. Open to oil. French House. Sorority Row. 
7: JO p.m. - Amsrfuai l.ctoty of Interior Design.rs 
Meeting. Open to all. Home Economics Living Center. 
7: JO SMB. - Bete Alpha Pal and Ac mine. Cluk 
Meeting. Open to oil members ond pledges. Campus Room, 
Union. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Faculty member. Ann and Vincent Corrlgon will perform. 
Free and open to all. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Mutkal Arts 
Canter. 
r Production • pja.-TV 
"Moss Appeal" will be presented. Admission Is $1.50 at the 
door. 405 University Hall 
8-10 p.m. - Puklk Skating 
Admission Is $1.25 with a valid BGSU I.D. Skate rental 90 
cants. Ice Arena. 
7: JO e.m.-Noon - Coffee Wan 
Sea 7 30 o.m. Monday. March 3. listing. 
8:JO e.m.-5  p.m. - Student  Design 
MSSMBM 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday, March 3. listing. 
11:JO SUM. - Washington Canter Internships 
Information session. Sponsored by the Center for Academic 
Options. Open to all. 231 Administration. 
2-4:JO p.m. - Ceffee Hours 
Coffee ond refreshments will be served. T. Berry Cobb. 
director of the Energy Studies Program, will present "Historic 
Prospective, of World Energy." Free ond open to all. Spon- 
sored by the World Student Association. 411 South Hall. 
1-8 p.m. - Teecher Job Felr 
Representatives from various school systems will be on hand 
for Interviews. Sponsored by the University Placement Ser- 
vkes. Lenhort Grand Ballroom. Union. 
J: JO-7: JO p.m. - Lenten Series 
Supper, film ond discussion series. Video presentation on 
missionary experiences in Zimbabwe will be shown. Free 
ond open to oil. Antioch Library. St. Thomas More University 
Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
4-9 p.m. - American Marketing Association 
Wine ond cheese party. Open to members and faculty. Ad- 
mission Is $5. Semi-formal dress. Kaufman's Restaraunt. 163 
S. Mom 
7-8:JO pun. - Cultural Conversation 
Morcia Nunes will spook on "Brazil: A Land of Contrast." 
Sponsored by the University Honors Progrom, Free ond open 
to all. Honors Center, Kreischer Quadrangle. 
7:J0-»:JO p.m. - Comma.ore 44 and 128 User* Oroup 
Meeting. Open to all. Copitol Room. Union. 
■ p.m. - Lenhort Classic Film Series 
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" will be shown. Froo and open to 
all. Glsh Film Theater, Hanna. 
• |MB. - Visiting Writer 
Writer Grace Poulet will read from her works. Open to a 
Prout Chapel. 
• p.m. - Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. March 5. listing. 
8:JO Ms. - Bible Study 
United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstln. 
I   M    A    R 
7:M o.m.-Noon - Coffee Wen 
See 7:30 a.m. Monday, March 3. listing. 
8:J0 e.m.-5 p.m. - Student  Design 
Ixhleltlon 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
If) SMB. 
Elisabeth Reynolds Wallet from Boston College will discuss 
"Ethical Issues In Counseling and Human Services: A Pan- 
dora's Box?" Free and open to all. Alumni Room. Union. 
1:20 p.m. - Visiting Writers' Series 
Alan Johnson. Solly Kraine, ond Cheryl lochowskl. graduate 
students, will read from their work. Sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Progrom and University Student activities. 
Free and open to oil. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
2: JO p.m. - Cnlleasjlasa lerlao 
Leroy T. Walker of North Carolina Central University will 
discuss "The Student Athlete in Higher Education: Issues and 
Concerns." Free and open to all. Glsh Film Theater. Hanna. 
3 p.m.   -Hockey 
CCHA semi-finals. Joe Louis Ar.no. Datrolt. 
• p.m. - Fentesy and Wergaailng Society 
Meeting ond open gaming. Free ond open to oil. Off-Campus 
Student Center, Mosaley. 
• p.m. - Iketbet Services 
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group. 120 State St.. Apt. 
C-l. 
7: JO, »:4S p.m., Midnight . UAO Cempm Film 
"lack to the Future," starring Michael J. Fox, will be shown. 
II.50 with (GSU ID. 210 Math Science. 
7: JO SMB. - Psm.mli Cempm Fellowship 
Meeting. Open to oil. Alumni Room. Union. 
8 p.m. — HssBBfarlpsB Show 
Sea B p.m. Tuesday   March 4, listing. 
8 p.m. - Opera Theater 
"A Night of Puccini Opera   will be presented   Tickets are $4, 
$3. and $3 for students. $8. $6 and $4 for all others. Kobocker 
Moll. Moore Musical Arts Canter. 
■ pja. - Th.atir PuduitUn 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, March S, listing. 
• p^-Hockey 
CCHA semifinals. Joe Louis Arena, Detroit. 
SAT 
1=8= MAR 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St   Thomas Mora Parish. 425 Thurstln. 
4 p.m. - Heck.y 
CCHA finals (consolatto e). Joe Louis Arena, Detroit. BO 
7 BJB. - Hackay 
CCHA linols (cfwmpionshlp gome). Joe Louis Arena, 
Detroit. 
7:J0, *".45 p.m.. IsMsollahl - UAO Clllllll Film 
See 7:10 p.m. Friday. March 7. listing. 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, March 5. listing. 
• p-m. - Opera Theater 
Saa 8 p.m. Friday, March 7, listing. 
7: JO, e. 11 SMB. - Church Banrltot 
St   Aloysius Church. ISO S. Enterprise. 
8. 10 mm. - Church Service. 
$1.  John's Episcopal  Church.   1509 E. 
Wooster. 
Church Servfc. I I 
St. Marks Lutheran Church, 315 S. College. 
9 e.m.-l p.m.   - Phi Mu Pancake BUeHael 
Tickets ore $1.75. $2.25 and $3 (according to breakfast por- 
tion tlie). St. Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurstln. 
•: JO Mb, - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise. 
0, 11 1 B. - Church S* 
First United Methodist. 1506 E. Wooster. 
10. 11 MB. 1:IS p.m. - Church Service. 
St. Thomo. Mora Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
10 e.m.. * p.m. - Church Service. 
Doysprlng Assembly of God. 181 Vi S. Main. 
10 e.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church. 
10: JO mm, - Church Service 
United Christlon Fellowship, 313 Thurstln. 
10:30 e.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
10:30 mm. - Church Service 
Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies. 1040 Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
10: JO e.m. - Church 8en»lte 
Active Christians Toddy. Prout Chopel. 
10: JO a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Pearl. 
10: JO a.m., 4 p.m. - Church Services 
Alllanc. Church. 1161 Napoleon. 
10: JO e.m., 4 p.m. - Church Services 
First Baptist Church, 74« Wlntergorden. 
10: JO mm. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit. 
10:45 e.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 875 Hasklns. 
2-S p.m. - Educational Memorebllle Center 
Various historical article, will be on display. Free and open 
to all. Little Red Schoolhouse, wast of the Commons. 
3:JO-5:JO p.m. - Public Skating 
Admission Is $1.25 with a valid BGSU ID. Skate rental S0| 
cents, ke Arena. 
S p.m. - Beehl Fellowship 
Sponsored by Contact Ministries. Open to all. Prout Chapel. 
8 p.m. - Vespers 
United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstln. 
7:30 p.m. -- Planetarium Sham 
See 8 p.m. Tuesday. March 4. listing. 
7:JO p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Open to all. St. Thomas More Porlsh. 425 Thurstln. 
• p.m. - Concert 
Trio da Camera will perform. Bryon Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Canter. 
7:10 a.m. Noon - Coffee War* 
See 7:30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
8:JO  e.m.-S  p.m. - I 
Exhibition 
See 8 30 a.m. Monday. March 3, listing. 
12:30-2 p.m. - Art! and Sciences Career Fair 
Luncheon and keynote address by Russ Wormath of Owens 
Corning FIberglas. Luncheon reservations may be made by 
colling 2-2356. Alumni Room. Union. 
2 4:JO p.m. - Coffee Hour* 
Coffee and refreshments will be served. Sponsored by the 
World Studewnt Association. Opon to oil. 411 South Hall. 
3-3 p.m. - Art* and Sciences Career laminar 
Russ Wormath of Owens Corning FIberglas will present the 
seminar. Free and open to all. Community Suite, Union. 
7 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Oov.r 
Meeting. Open to oil. Assembly Room, McFall Canter. 
7 p.m. - Feminist literary Colloquium 
Anno Herrmann of tho University of Michigan will spook on 
"Theorizing   the   Feminine:   The   Anglo-Amerkon   vs.  the 
French Traditions.'' Froo ond open lo all.  Capital Room. 
Union. 
7. * p.m. - UAO Cempm Film 
"Real Genius" will be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID. 115 
Education. 
7: JO p.m. - Phi Beta lambda 
Meeting. Terri Sexton, coordinator of chapter services for 
the March of Dimes, will speak. Opon to all. Alumni Room. 
Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Racism Lecture 
"Racism on White Campuses   will be discussed. Open to all. 
Sponsored by the Caribbean Association. State Room, Union. 
• p.m. - International Film Series 
"The Moon is Just o Naked Ball," with English subtitles, will 
be presented. Sponsored by the department, of Russian, 
German and East Asion language.. Free and open to oil. 
Glsh Film Theater, Hanna 
• p.m. - Fashion Show 
'75 Years of Excellence: A Celebration." Sponsored by the 
Fa.hion Merchandising Association. Free ond open to oil. 
lenhort Grand Ballroom. Union. 
8 p.m.     -Concert 
The New Music Ensemble will perform. Free and open lo oil. 
Bryan Recitol Hall, Moore Mutkal Arts Center. 
7:30 e.m.-Noon - Coffee War* 
See 7:30 a.m. Monday. March 3, listing. 
8:JO sMshdj p.m. - Student  DstlBB 
■JABSIIIBB 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday. March 3, listing. 
11:10 e.m. - Coffee Break Series 
JoAnn Kroll, director of the Pkxement Office, will speak on 
"Placement Services ond Information." Fro* and open to all. 
Main Lounge. Off-Campus Student Center. Mosaley. 
1-5 p.m. - Hearing Impilrs. Program 
Advisement session. 365 Education. 
7 p.m. - Active Chrlrtlan* Today 
Fellowship meeting. Open to oil. Alumni Room, Union. 
7 p.m. - Home Iconeml 
Meeting. Home Economics Living Canter. 
7:JOp.m. - 
Meeting. Open to oil. 210 Hayes. 
■ MB. 
Peregrine Consort will perform. Free and open to all. Bryon 
Recital Hall. Moore Mu.icol Arts Center. 
The Jan lab Bonds will Deform.  Free ond open to all. 
Kobocker Hall. Moore Mu.ical Arts Canter. 
7:JO e.m.-Neen - Coffee Wan 
Saa 7:10 a.m. Monday. March 1. listing. 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday. March 3. listing. 
Canter mtarnshlas 
Information session. Open to all. Sponsored by the Center 
for Academic Options. 231 Administration. 
7-8:4S p.m. - Pllllllll.il Career W.rfclBipi 
Sponsored by the Latino Student Union. Free and open to all. 
Assembly Room, Union, 
• p.m. - Bryan Chamber Series 
The Debussy Trio will perform. Free ond open to all. Bryan 
Recital Hall, Moor* Mu.icol Art* Canter. ' 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Admission is II .25 with a BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 cents, ke 
Arena. 
7: JO em.-Neon - Carle* War* 
See 7:30 o.m. Monday. March 3. li.ting. 
8:10 e.m.-S   p.m. 
lEhPjIllBB 
See 8:30 o.m. Monday. March 3. listing 
10:10 e.m.12: JO BkB*. - Home le.nomlci Seminer 
"Get to Know the Choir" will be presented. Open to all. 
Home Economics Living Center. 
5:JO-7:JO p.m. - Lenten Series 
Supper. Illm ond discussion series. Free ond open to oil. An- 
tioch library, St. Thomas Mora Porlsh. 425 Thurstln. 
■ p.m. - l.nk.rt Cleeslc Film Series 
"Beach Blanket Bingo" will be shown. Free and open to all. 
Glsh Film Theater. Hanna. 
• p.m. - Dance Concert 
The University Performing Dancers will perform. Admission 
Is 12 for students; $3 for all others. Main Auditorium, Univer- 
sity Hall 
■ p.m. - Coffee Hoe*. 
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association. Open to all. 
Honors Center. Kreischer Quadrangle. 
8:JO mm. - Uhle Study 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship. Open to oil. 
United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstln. 
fflfc r^Ajr 7:10 e.m.-Nooa - Coffee War* Sea 7:30 a.m. Monday. March 3, listing. 8:10 BJB.-S p.m.  - Student Design 
liklbitloa 
See 8:30 a.m. Monday, March 3, listing. 
1:30 1 p.m. - Visiting Writers' Series 
Robert Cooperman, visiting writer, will road from hit poetry. 
Free and opon to all. Toft Room. Union. 
• p.m. - Fentesy and Wergemlng Society 
Meeting and open gaming. Froo ond open to oil. Off Campus 
Student Center. Mosaley. 
• p.m. - Shabbet Service* 
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group. 120 State St. Apt. 
C-1. 
7:J0 p.m. - Contemporary French Film P«*tl»al 
"Pauline a la Plage," with English subtitles, will be shown. 
Free and open to all. Glsh Film Theater. Honna. 
7:10. 9:45 p.m. - UAO Cempm Film 
"Mask" will be shown. $1.50 with a BGSU ID. 210 Math 
Science. 
7: J0-* p.m. - Dunamls Camp a* Fellowshl p 
Meeting. Open to oil. Alumni Room, Union. 
• p.m. - Concert 
The Concert Bond and the University Bond will perform. Free 
and open to all. Kobocker Hall. Moor. Mu.icol Arts Canter. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Admission is 11.25 with a valid BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena. 
Midnight — UAO Campus Film 
"Meatballs," starring Bill Murray, will be shown. 11.50 with 
BGSU ID. 210 Math Science. 
11 e.m.-l p.m. - Clink for Handicap- 
School of HPER Saturday Clink for Hon- 
dkopped Youth. Anyone Interested In 
working with handicapped children on a 
on. on-one basis should attend. Contact 
Dolores Black. 24917. 
11 a.m.-2 SMB. - Oil Omega Sunshine Run 
Entry fee Is 13. Open to oil. For more Information coll 2-5529. 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurshn. 
7:J0. 9:43 MB* UAO Campus Film 
See 7:10 p.m. FrHoy. March 14, listing. 
Ml anight - UAO Camp a* Film 
See midnight Friday March 14, listing. 
7:10. ». 11 a.m. - Church Service. 
St. Aloysius Church. 150 S. Ent.rpri... 
8. 18 SMB. 
St.  John's  Episcopal  Church.   1509  E. 
Wooster. 
St. Marks Lutheran Church. 315 S. College. 
9tJJ*J e.m, — Church Service 
Grace Br.thren Church, 121 $. Enterpri.e 
9tM. 11 e.m. - CharCh Services 
First United Methodist, 1506 E. Wooster. 
10, 11 SMB.. 1:11s... 
St. Thomo* Mor* Parish. 425 Thurstln. 
10 (MB.. 4 p.m. - Church l«r»lca* 
Daysprlng Assembly of God, 181 % S. Moln. 
1-8 P-m- - lB.**.l*n*l HHmnatlUa Center 
Various historical ortkles will be on display. Free and open 
- to all. Little Red Schoolhou.*. west of the Commons. 
: 1p.m. -Cancert 
Women's  Chorus  will  perform.  Free  ond  open  to oil 
Kobocker Hall. Moore Mu.ical Arts Center. 
J:JO-S:*0 SMB. - Public Skating 
Admission Is II .25. Skate rental Is 50 cants, ke Arena. 
Sponsored by Contact Ministries. Open to all. Prout Chapel. 
4sMB.-Va.par. 
United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thunjtin. 
TlM pJ». - Social Jeetlce Cos 
Meeting. Open to all. It. Thomas Mor* University Parish. 425 
Thurstln. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Frances Burnett, pianist, will perform. Free and open to all 
Kobocker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
-t-t 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
"Printing means Quality" 
Complete Typesetting Service 
Professional work at reasonable prices. 
■ Experienced staff to assist you. 
* Serving the area for over 8 years. 
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Frl 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1616 E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
Howard's club H 
210 N. MAIN 
Stroll in to 
Howard's 
this weekend! 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
-NO COVER- 
The Arrangement 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181 (B|S. Main 
352-4143 Downtown 
Sh.ll.y 
20% OFF 
Haircuts, Perms, 
Highlighting 
coupon valid 
with Shelley 
Expires 3/14/86 
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BBSBBBl Ryan gHaal 
1:30 
< OATEUNf ONATRK) 
i AMERICA STOP TEN 
MOVBI    ##    "Caoaa   01 
Faar      (1SSS)   CtsraMphar   Laa. 
L*oQam. 
fj   HOUSE   FOR   ALL  SEA- 
SONS  A  aotar   cottaa*:  bwyng 
Is 
SATURDAY 
II, ISM 
MORMNO 
MO 
(SESAME STREET 
CHRTST1AN      SCKNCE 
MONITOR REPORTS 
m     TALES      FROM     THE 
iJtm houaa n Si. Lotaa. 
«Ptt)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Vaoinia at Maryland tin* I 
tSubpci to BMSSI 
200 
0  COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
■MM Cowga al v-*no«-i |JaaJ 
OJ      SPORTSWEEKENO 
9cftadb*ad Tha Kaad Rapan N- 
a*M or> tt* work! cUsu dowr«-l 
o> -    Man a  apaad at tnxj fc om 
Tho Haguo   HoMnd (Tapool 
SJ COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
Moarni at Bow*—j Oaan ILr»«i] 
■    WORD    CUP    SKNNG 
Schaduiad       World     FraoaiyM 
<>amp*onahspa    hom     Tiona*. 
Franea. 
■J MOVBI  * * VI    That Funny 
FaaSoj*/'    (1MEI    Sandra    Oaa. 
Bobby Dahn 
OJ THIS OLD HOUSE layng 
HBPN) SPORTBCENTER 
7:00 
IOlMUFFEIS 
COUNTRY  WEST 0 
R.D  lang. Cdnaa Kafc*.   Wayn* 
Earn 
OJ HCE HAW ON*M» O* 
Ikckja Soya '■» To-np. Oo-d 
HoR, S» PatMr. 
OJ OJ SOLID GOLD Sdhatf- 
uajft Loranao Lamn (eoneaO. 
Tha  IBBSBBBBB  AOannc  Sorr. 
Ornrr, «-»0*Tr.   ILUM M«»-T 
iha Thorrxwon Tanrn. ai aiarao. 
OJPTV 
KSPN) COLLEGE SASJUTT- 
SALL Saaon Hal at Si JaVil 
Knot 
(TMO MOVBI ***'Tra>Can- 
cMata 11*72) Roban Radfcrd. 
Paaar Soak*. A your** BMral baaa 
SBBMBBBJ to avc-d bakta] oor- 
rupaad by M) BBBBSjg *■ ■ —« 
n Baa US Sanaa*- W 
7:30 
I ■SMALL WONDER 
DON CHERRV-S GRAPE 
VINE Gua*t   Ratpr. S—o 
IrrsAUviNO 
A TRMLITE TO COUN- 
TRY GREATNESS Laa Groan- 
oaood. SB Honroa and Ota •*— 
gnaja Soya. Romy Robbata. Rkoty 
skoggo Tba W>Maa and Tanawy 
vVynana pay BlBBBl tr*-jaa to 
r* Ma» Marty RoObr- and tba 
at* Moahar Mayboaa Car%*r. ■» 
SMS 
MO 
■  OJ   AaRWOLF  A  ruNiai 
haatsono Mr T «*. Coaaboy Bob 
Onor, NHB Ho«an v. Bw Mao 
■aAoant Uyraeo: Grag "ina 
Kamm.■■ VajanaM and Bnikja 
IBBBBBI ** rba BB* B-jOaogo. 
Aanan Ado™, v. Junkywd Dog 
lUaj Kong Isatd* aa Sara* G* 
BBBBl 
fWRSBTLFNO 
MOV* **H -Prsamom 
Of TM Pa/adM. (1S74) FW 
WPJWTII Wbsarn Fa**y A dad> 
OMM rook W -od rjowpoaar ba- 
comM a dssRajtaad madman 
MBTSjaJ a tabuaoua rook dub afajr 
M ai ajataaBM oat ol hat Ma'a 
aajra^ an aajbonaai rook canaajp. 
KSPN I OUTDOOR LIFE 
11:3S 
01 STAR SEARCH 
■1i40 
OJ AUSTIN CfTV LIMITS 
Rodbr.' Stttay partorrn* My 
TaM Toot *a> l>javSa Brotnara 
pajrtotti 'IkbahsoaM My to SB 
Ory "Wato Up" and "Naaar 
MM da J No Ono LBS I Naadad 
«ou     Inaaarao 
ISrOO 
OJ A N rOHT AT THE RACES 
•SPNI WRESTLING 
IMO 
fRnTWTONS APPLE 
MOV*   •>**    'YoyraMy 
EaannNno     UMII  Dan  Oaaay 
Ann.Ba.tar 
SJ   FAME   Jaaaa  takM  draaoc 
Car** Nan. Kool ft tt* Gang. 
Bom* Tykv. John W-u Hr 
Hajaar BtTaj. Rod Ban-an. Sada 
HE.0. 
captur* 
{OJP 
V 
l 
Oaaana hmay to aaak or*™* m 
■■tBBajBBM (Rip 
fj) OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
Voium. a* an IndkStor'' Ikatt 
adnor and BBBaataB Mark LaaboaN 
I ThaVeas^»Ra*araalSunr*y') 
(TMa MOVBI ** H Tartriaja, 
aao Ctamp (IBM) ShaBay 
WYrtan   Dwaay MorWi. A young 
»SJ BENSON 
COURTSHIP OF EDO* S 
FATHER (FRt| 
VrOEO HITS (MON-THUI i ID I 
MAUOC 
Ol. JOE 
0JMBS1 
SCOOB 
LITTU 
PfLAJRIE 
G.I   
_ MfBTER ROGERS (Rl 
Y DOO 
UTTLE  IKXiSE ON  THE 
SJ 
■SPNI SURFING IMON) 
KBPN1 FISHIN' HOLE (TUE) 
MO 
IJEFFERSONS 
• NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M'A'S'H 
3-2-1 CONTACT p 
BRADY BUNCH 
READING      RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
m   OHO  BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
ION THE LINE (TUE) 
ART SEAT (WED) 
RBVBJARYZB1SSS 
apn 
S«0 
OJ OJ DALLAS Ff*™j. andi* 
affaaa BBBBBB Fam and Baarfe 
baok to DaPaa. n Manaaoaai. Akm 
and N<nca«a pfeK to nan J.R and 
JaokEwnp Q 
■ WIDOWS 
#J SOLJO GOLD COUNT- 
DOWN B6 Heat Dan*, War- 
«k* BEBB baak at tha top hrta of 
1M6 **th puaata Saauat VaOndar. 
'Madonna. Whatnay hatayaon. BSy 
Ooaar, Bat Thon^won Taana. 
Taa-a for Faar*. Tim Tanaw, Bat 
Poattar Sratari and mot*. •**>- 
■aaaaa —tt. HaB ft Oataa. Sang. 
FM CoaV* and Kanny Roffjr*. In 
■tario. 
•tj) MOV* ***H Bnga- 
daajn' (1*64) Gar* UN. CaaJ 
DSBBaB r*<> rnanda BMBBB1 
ivon BngrarJoon. a aaNaaj a. FM 
Scotaah raghwnda. arha* ootnaa 
IS Baa tor a arng* day oaajry 100 
•apt 
OJ MOV* **V1 nontanoo 
0> A Merao ThaaT' (1*711 Yaf 
Pcynr*.    EB WaBarh   A a/oup of 
OJ     EDUCATIONAL     COM 
PUTaNG 
ESPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
lEBflO 
OJ    OJ     H4JLK     HOGAN 8 
ROCK   N   WRESTLING 
ILAFF A-LYMPtCS 
OWL / TV A Lot Angakaa 
aoaa. pang otaaM up tt* —p> 
borhood: mdhlRB * ho*-o> ba> 
loan: Bortapan BSJBB) hoa> _ 
*SB1 a BBBBBBB OOMaPi 
I (T'B YOUR BUSINESS 
MOVIE   ** v,      Sue. To 
Traindar RodV    (1BB4I Barry Sul- 
aanrk at tf* atbc: a •***» of ff* 
at-c ranovaoon budgat  Q 
2:30 
OJ       SPORTSWEEKENO 
S*J*OUb»d:   SOMI   I Ojrr*»T*nl   of 
I atom Woman a Canodatn Curtna 
Cr*rT*Mor*nsp   bw* from Lorvdon. 
CM. 
OJ WOOOWRIOHTS SHOP 
A aaaroh tor a tool sBSBBBB 
laada   to a   BBSBBBW   of thaa 
ahanaanduaa Bl) 
3^0 
m COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Lou*.ana Stata at Kantuoky ILr**) 
OJ PSA BOWLING f 1M 000 
l-« Baar Chattyajtaarap. **• bom 
Rad   Can*.    C*ab..ty   Lama   at 
aa port of a 
AnroR  IRI 
OJ   NHL   HOCKEY  v. 
Canuoka at CaJgary Flamaa Kraal 
OJ  COLLEGE   BASKETBAU 
Kant Stata at Tcaado (Lftral 
OJ REDO FOXX  SHOW Car 
rot 0 Connor and Radd Fan ham 
tt up *t*n may aada bart* r tt* 
ooflaaahop.g 
I FLAMINGO ROAD 
LIFESTYLES     OF     THE 
RICH   ANO   FAMOUS:   THE 
WORLD S  BEST Vlaria to tha 
OJ HART TO HART 
(TMO MOV*   ***■■■>     Man- 
hattan    (1*7*1 Woody Aftan. L> 
anolaaton 
1:S0 
■ MOV*  ***   ThaSubaKt 
WW Roaaa ' 11 BBS) Paano* Haal. 
fj KATHY S KITCHEN 
KSPN) ROLLER DERBY 
10:30 
SJ SKIPPER  ANO COMPA- 
B PUNKY BRSWSTIR 
W   IWOKS   ANO   DROIOS 
ADVENTURE HOUR 
tSaXFafTCTTY 
WALL   STRE E T    JOUR - 
OJ  MOVBI  **Vt     Tha Nap- 
tuna Q—».     (1*731 Ban Qat- 
EVENPNQ 
ojoo 
JOJSNBWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEB.   /   LEHRER 
NEWBHOUR 
nan  ailtan  tf*  Coaaaoka <>onFa>- 
cMdnsiawi 
OJOOCTORWHO 
KSPN)   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
USA /   Mobs)  Irsdoor  Charnpaon- 
anc*  »v*  bom  MaMaon ttpav* 
Ga. dan rn fapar VaA. 
ICrOO 
OJ   OJ   FALCON    CREST   A 
BBBBS1 * aajuad lor Angala'i »■ 
MBC  fi^hard  and Chaaa  dracuM 
! DtPF RENT STROKES PLAY* 
OJ  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
OJ MIAMI VICE A dbuMa 
agent attempting to aiuda KGB 
and CIA BSBTSBRB •** Canso 
to car. lor NP R-aian .Ma and 
pbM  In atara*. BU 
f wsg HAPPY DAYS BUSINESS REPORT 
(THO MOVBI * 1-nOi W«h 
oo (1BB1I CviBr Moor*. CNjtt 
UcCni. Thra* pMiB MMn w 
(TMCI MOVIE **H "F«nB 
Bl UM" (IBM) RtSOT OtHn. 
Mm km   (MM (a Ha 
I* ww are  nuwnec   e cnence 
hurtffty conaancejon i-ork ora  R- 
10:30 
I BOSOM SUOOKS 
EUROPEAN  TTiLEVlSaON 
OJ ORBAT CHEFS OF CHa- 
CAOO 
I ISM 
■ RrCH*   RICH 
■ CORONATION STREET 
■ LA VERNE B SHIRLEY 
OJ ALVTN ANO THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
IMCTORWEEK 
VVRE8TLING 
SQUARE    POOT    GAR- 
DENING 
(ESPN)       MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMO   MOVIE   **H     S-e-j 
sruft   (1SS4) OoPS* Haem. Kan 
RUPBBB. 
11:30 
OJ OJ DUNGEONS ft  DRA- 
GONS 
IKfDOVKWO 
SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
I LAST CHANCE GARAGE 
JOY OP PAINTING 
BSPM   PLY   FIBHtNG   WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
OJ MOVIE *** Fhaj Oaa 
pant* Women' (1*71) An- 
prmnt Comer. Roban ConrM 
IwHArsNCwrsu 
JJJBjJ OWENS STORY A 
young Jea*e O**no (Donan Mara 
wood) entara C«-o Stata Umora 
ry aphar* Na baok BSBBRBVBB* 
SB* ban to tha 1B3B Barkn Olyitv 
DBca Geag Suattard Broem. 
Georp* KannadY and Oebb. Mot 
co-at-r   IParl 10f2) 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Fraddka Poaaar* pana Maria Hap- 
twdfor a BBHBBBBSBI of oounby 
te^ritM eKaudrng Mama Tnad.' 
Cold War and "I Had a BeeuO- 
MTom*.''ataMrM 
fTMO MCRrtS **P)H ntdn- 
Mtajn" (1*7*1 Woody ABan. 0. 
ana Kaaaon 
MO 
OJ FESTIVAL SB CONTIN- 
UED 
KSPN) TRACK AND FIELD 
USA / Mot* Char^-onarupe fom 
Madkton Souare Garden n fap* 
York   R) 
4*00 
OJ   OJ   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL   N-no-   ai GaorgH Taoh 
BJual 
OJ MOVIE *** H Gemt-i 
ilPfJolSr-WyMaaan*   M<-UM-       aj,BSftBBBBi   PQ 
end r*eorta •# apu 
Char. Joon CosV* John Foreytha 
Morgan FaaohBd. John McEnroa. 
Donna MSB. Paul Noarman. Rogar 
Moore. Brooke Srae.de and lonn- 
OJ BENSON Clayton . -omed 
about torangraa ctawioe to aBrartt 
>r* fam*y Wur- «r*n h* tatt*. 
announoaa plena to rnarty a much 
younger BBBBB Q 
s«o 
OJ OJ MOVBI Bet-eyad By Pv 
noconca '     (Framuaro)    Barry 
Boajtwnak. Lee Puroal Una*are 
that ah* * a m«-ior a rt>an-*d man 
haa a brajt afla* attth a young 
aroman and * eubeeoyentjy 
cnergad *tih atatutory rap* Q 
OJ FORTUNE 0ANE Dana 
BBBSRHJ a BrP batantan a naroot- 
BB rtng and Baa Bay Oty Poaea 
rjaoanment In aiarao g 
OJ MOVBI ***H Coma 
Book. LMa Shaba' H963i Sh> 
key Booth Ban lenceeta. Tha 
rhanratad arnobona of a cneap 
ahodPV coup* braah loo** tahan 
Baay rant a room to a coBaga ejrl 
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Sun Bert ToMrrsamant 
Cr*n^oarjnarap bra bom Beirang- 
ham. AH. (Subfaci to btaokout) 
(TMC) MOVE! *** 'The Four 
Seeeon. 11 SB 1) Alen Ak* Carol 
Burnati Three coupbtt, al otoa*. 
long-bme fnanda. aapenenoe pro- 
found chongae a. Ova* lahypori- 
aroa arhan one of the mamagaa 
aw- 
OJ STAR GAMES Sporta oom- 
petrtBon  iBHtnnp  oaai  mamBara 
from     Oabao Chan* ft Com 
pajaa."  ''Loa* Soot''  and "CapB- 
tt     S-mrnru. nxM 
■ MOV* **bv,   TJbaycau. 
' I1B4BI Ema Fhatn. W» 
I NOLLE R DERBY 
MO 
I WRESTLING 
NEWS 
2:SO 
INTER 
tssO 
TMO  MOVBI  ***     ■^eyond 
The Wt*a    (IBM) Arnon 2* 
3O0 
KSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Saaon Ha* at St John* K 
MO 
• MOVBI  •**    Worn*. Of 
Tha Tee.     I1B7BI Joaaph  Bo*> 
i™.Ran«T«4o, 
4:30 
t Harem. Kan ' I1BB4I ( 
aohooraprooucbonof   'Or   JfAyB 
and Mr. hYSl.'' bl atereo 
KSPNIBPORTSCENTFR 
12:30 
§ MEET THE PRESS 
POR TRAITS 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
KSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
CubarMo Penu ** Marbn Ouaot 
at • ajr-or areMraaajetH bout 
aoratrkJedlor 10 round* bom Laa 
Vapa*. Nay Bl) 
(TMO MOVIE BBBVI Nor- 
eMRa*"|lt7*)S**YfeN. Beau 
SrMgaa 
12 BB 
•J WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW Q 
ItOB 
I COUNTRY CANADA 
COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
North Caroar* at Ouka *,M*I 
» COMMUNITY aOBEUt* 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVBWig 
0J MOV* ** » <-tP' To 
Molocauai" (1*771 Patrick 
tYayne. Chna MrTJOtajm 
1:30 
OJ HYMN SING BBBBBBB] av 
okjp*     Take Tatta IP  Be  ►tor, 
Chad So SBT': I Lrfl Up My 
Handa' and "May God Bieee 
You.    (R) 
IMLLiONAIRE MAKER 
OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
'Yoke** ae an todkeator    Guaal 
adrtor and rAaHanar Mark LaSjBaB 
(   The VO-J.— n*-*a* Sujvsy   ■ 
MO 
OJ   NBA   BASKETBALL   Oe 
POH   ISbtone   at   Boaton   Calbca 
UpJ 
OJ THE   JOURNAL:  TOWN 
HALL FORUM 
OJ  JESSE   OWENS   STORY 
JaOM      l>.-ar*        i«r.i><>sslng 
seot partormence at the 1*36 
Barkn OfYmpac* * foMiitd by a 
ata of rHrmaniaanan daada o**r- 
BBBBBBB* by Pwriaaa foaura and 
oratsnal oharpa* of ta> awoaaan. 
Star* Oor*n Haraaaood. Ronrty 
Co- and Itorman FaB (Fan 2 of 
21 
OJMOVBI #**4 Top Hot" 
(1*361 Fred Aataae Gngar Rog- 
ar*. 
OJ MOV* ** Mod* b. Par- 
ej"   (IBS*)   Ann Margrat.   LOUN 
JBBBBL 
OJ   OREAT   PERFORM 
ANCES Danoa In Amenoa: Be. 
yehralo* By Thorp VWth Ariwncan 
SNM Thaab*'' Oonoaa ohoroo- 
graphad by Tarybj Tharp h» -»■ 
>l*> toystntov -» ite *n*n 
nan Baa*. Thaab* noktd* Thjah 
torr*e  to  Showa     and     Sanaba 
MB" 
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL     Mldweewn     CoPogana 
MO 
OJ EDISON TWtNS Tom and 
arm of Joaaph Be*   tha Eokaon 
femey a tanaM. Q 
OJ     MOVBI     ***        »»y*-j 
Ooaan   To   Rao'   (1*331   Gmgor 
Rogara. F**d Aatan 
BOO 
f ONIW> 
B THE PRISONER 
■ MINORITY RF POUT 
■ FAME Ltvoy'a naaoe gate a 
aurpnaa atari bom her Nther after 
ah* av>atnta a omol fortune 
Oanght  atarti  nark  on  No now 
(bb*taeaar*o 
OJ STAR TREK 
PAVAROTTI   AT   MADI 
SON SQUARE GARDEN Th* 
■ b*ar program • 
bom   Rtgoteno ' 
aongo ir«3usJng     0 aot. rruo     and 
Torn* a Sumanao" Ernanon 
Buokkay oonducta tha Now Jaraay 
ym^pnony O/oneeoe. ta*n mrta 
BBBM Andrea Gratana* 
((SPNI MARK SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
MO 
I CBS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
NBC NEWS 
KSPN) SPORTBCENTER 
(TMCI   MOV*    ***',     Th* 
Kabng    FtaarJa''     (1**4)     Sawn 
Wateraton. Haatg S Ngor ftaaad 
on New York Tanee reporter Syd- 
ney BBBSBnsrgT* oVonKfa of tha 
unabat btandaNp thai dewatoped 
batwoan hen and Na nab** m 
eaHarrl. DaBi Pran. at 1070a aver- 
tcrnCembod*   R 
MO 
IOJ SO MINUTES 
FRAOGLE    ROCK    VVhen 
UnrJa   Mott   rafurna   to   Ft*ggk* 
Rook, ho hat an argument •*> 
Oobo Q 
■ PUNKY BREWSTER The 
a>uok(aor*ha rAtn to bring Punky 
to «va v-tt. tt*m at ( urope (Pan 
B of B) n aiarao : J 
OJ OBBNEY SUNDAY MOV 
* "The Urapvgrada'' An ofdar 
titan (Art Carnayl and tae grand- 
eon lOv* Mekaoaace) attend oot- 
. PLEDGE  BREAK Regulany 
•*dua>d  progtarnmng may  be 
OJ AT THE  MOVIES Sched- 
uled a look at BBnjBBBE*   oloatv 
2. IBM 
taaao o—. ~ 
bid. 
2:30 
MOVBI   *•*      Magnum 
ce    (1*731 Cam Ei 
OJ FAME Loroy a raaoa gate * 
aurprate aaat bom bar hrrhar an* 
■r* s-«*rrti a erne* tarnm. 
Ovright atone work on Na near 
ptay i Bl BBBBB. 
(ESPN) SPLASHI 
SWIMVVEAR   SB 
7:1S 
OJ    HERrTAGE:    CIW.LZA- 
ITION   AND   THE   JEWS  On 
Mar 14,  1SU. tha Joanan atate 
(TMO  MOVIE  ***  "'patat 
M C^oo*'1  11BS4) Recbel Word,     antp erRh the U S   and th* aaortd 
Cone 
OJ CHARLEY PRIDE AT 
MRVO LAKE Charley Pnda 
onga "Ibgh On A Mounton 04 
Loa*.' TGJO An Angtf Good 
(naming'' and "A Whole lone 
Ttanga To Satg About'' In Bab 
concert 01 Dtvti la*e Reeort ■> 
Edmonaon.APMria. 
4:30 
OJ WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scn*a*ed Tyrol BjJM 
ISO. S KOal a* JaR Sim* 123-3- 
1. 21 KOa) at a MBPfasBBM bout 
acraadutad for 10 round* bra bom 
Lancaetar. Pe Tha Florida Derby. 
tor 3Yo»otd khorou«M>rada. a 
mapr prop raoe for tha Kentucky 
Darby lao bom GuN Sb*am Park 
BHoBBBBB*.a*4\ 
MO 
OJ   PGA  OOLF  Honda  Oaaoa: 
Bard     round     Pa*     from    Coral 
MO 
• FESTTVAL   'SB  CONTIN- 
UES 
10:00 
OJ    REMINGTON    STEELC 
Rarrengkan and Laura taaaal thee 
true ■beange for one ano<h*r al a 
oendy ape bi abjrao 
■ LOVE  BOAT Gopr*. breaka 
I 
" 1»>00 
DAY OP DaSCOVERY 
NOVA 
A4JCTK-N 
DUKBB OP HAZ2AHO 
*B*H     'Th* 
MO 
■ REAAV*W MBbOrOR He- 
A*. Barn* BJBBBBB three CSC 
BaBM) from tha P*at Tt* Peace 
of Ubaoht about the abamod • a 
IMorMMp Dar*aen luro aanara   a 
■Sy O'Connor Show'; a N* 
an of Thaigi     aparode envbad 
Sn  L*nk*.   Tampai  of   tt*   Ea» 
nghta  0*an*of*IQ 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS A - 
team   bat*   a*o   . 
grudge match .man Rabc aubOb- 
of SB Pnman. Q 
SX 
Ttsdo 
NEWS 
■ vntOHrrs 
S WHEa OP FORTUNE 
■ ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT IBSJ*JB MBi Am 
■SB* 
■ NEWLYWED GAME 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
tl HOT OS SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM-A'B'H 
MACNEB     /     LEHRER 
I ■••■N  
DARK SHADOWS 
LOVE.     AMI! 
I 
i; S. T WEEKEND    SPECIAL 
ERICAN 
STYLE 
IWKRP IN ONONNATI 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
iian 
OJ   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NfOHT   •rtbrrlaa*   -mh   Anna 
Martvy. 
OJ OOOD ROCKIN    TONfTE 
and RBSBB*" An etba,*d you*. 
nebftaaod by a oriaal ateomott*. 
owtaMa a graup of rMNaaa kid- 
nappara to raaoa* a chad and ra 
gaai raa r*rna\ harltag*  fPan I of 
MWQ 
IMClALKaHLIN GROUP 
MOVBI **V»    -TheBndee 
Of Oraouk*   IIBSOt Patar Cueh 
gTararaMFMbW. 
MOV*   **     Tan 
Tha   Arraaaona"   HS4BI 
STAR SEARCH GUM t  Bob 
>  (Rl 
OJ LEGENDS OF COUNTRY 
MUSIC A aabAB to SB) ornatby 
and BBBBB) eaigni of tt* 40a 
•raj BOB stit*MaBng a biMia to 
Hank BnssEBB) Napaaranoaa by 
Eddy Arnold, Porter VVagpnar. 
tuny WaPa. Her* TTaDrnpaen. Carl 
rarka* Hoot: Hoyt Aston 
(Tbta MOVBI ***» T»i" 
(1*43) Men OBon. Jbn BBBBf. 
6:30 
OJ       SRORTSWEFKEND 
BBBBSBE   Waman'a World Cup 
Aang from Furano.  Ja- 
i (Topadl 
II: 
i0J0J0J^ 
NAThONAL 
ROCKY Ah 
WHATS 
i And 
aULL Sun BeR Toanvarnant aam 
MOVBI **H -MbBa 
Ran'* (1SSS) RKravd Crorana. 
Frad RBBBB, A aVIbab aaoroi 
epent * nthry rwradM -hen ho 
aoh*e tfa. Try^Mry of • goM f*wt 
yaaaoi ha m^^*wtr*raaaat. 
OJ TONBOHT Heal: Johranr 
^eon MaBBB*. actor Otartaa 
rjnarjn. oantic actor Don Novaao 
.Sarduoofl   m aaaroo 
ABC NEW* NKJMTLINE 
THE AVENGERS I UVBMQ    LJFB    FLILLV     ajjV-k, 
■ LAPOAATtNG 
U-GA     OOLF     IBS* 
Kampar Open r^wghta 
IMP 
IWONC-7RSTRUCK (R) 
SF-1QBRMAN AMD HBB 
AMAZ3NO FRJBMOB 
OJ AMERICAN BAND 
STAND Pa* Mr uCMHi 
CBR'l Ltaa Whhout My RarJo"). 
Dream Aoademy (UN H B 
-    •!•*»   Fb- 
• •• ■ CSC N 
OJABCN 
B-OO 
NEWS 
EWS 
wwsg 
BTARTREK 
JuOV't accuaaa of rtarang a mar- 
nag*. Aoa "am up taro oou- 
pfaa' kva*. Guaat atara aarauda 
Joaa rarrar. Ahkn* Stewart end 
CaranKeya. fg 
tTVV*.IOHT ZONE 
TENNESSEE ERNIE 
FORD'S AMERICA A trenacat 
aalute to Atnanoa taabaing Laa 
G-Mnwood. Shnay Jonae. Lany 
GaSn and the Oaaan Broahara. 
MarPyn MoCoo and Jut Manor* 
|1*M 
NEWS 
I O 
ND FR*NOB 
    HA#nNaNO 
NOWII Aftar an aigMWioni **St 
Rerun   Owayn. oacarJaa to moao 
out of thaw apejbnant. 
■SFBB SFORTSCENTER 
(TMO    MOVBI    ***     The 
Marn     Event        (1*7*)     Barbra 
BBBBBB*.   "ran   ONM    A  ban- 
krupt partume conwany piiiioaril 
.a toroed to lal book on her on* 
rarnalrang  aaaet  -  a rxu*hgh*ej 
-moietreaatotSgni    fG 
11:20 
I NEWS 
ABC NEWS tg 
11:90 
■ MOV*  **** 'ThaCorv 
(1*741   Gar*    Hook- 
.1*. 
BfjBji of BB protaoaton. 
OJ    MOV*   ***H       Sybi 
(1*78)  (F»t   1  of  2) Saty FMd 
# MOVBI *** Gum Far 
Sen Sataeaer (IBS*) Anthony 
Ounn   Chans* Broneon 
3:10 
fj      GREAT      PERFORM- 
ANCES 
4:00 
OJ  COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
■BBBBB m Cha> Stata rTaped) 
01 PGA GOLF "onde C*M« r. 
naJ round, bra bom Coral Spmge 
FB 
OJ     ORBAT      PERFORM 
*B*     wa* bsoorr*. loo •nenetv durauj 
OJ      LOVE.      AMERICAN 
STYLE 
KSPN) HORSE  RACING Santa 
Anna   HandKep  Pa* bom   Santa 
A/we. Cat* 
MO 
OJ     OJ     MURDER.      SHE 
10  Bnd  out   arho   rmsroantd  her 
*-nd   Ouaat atara avftala Lan 
Canov and Cyd Cheneae  (Rl g 
gfj SEEING THBNOS Lou* av 
aeg- 
BaajCroaby. 
Regent Ju* 
man Mata Oaynor and Marayn 
kbanroa h*a>agttt as* sac*, r Ho- 
BMoauaK of baatg BarM anoap- 
BbK and vnaa of 
**H    Tha Tat 
Star     (IStn I 
BaabtFananb. 
4:30 
**H   ' 
I1ST2I    La* 
SajBL, 
(Tbta MOVBI **    Can* Of 
Tba  Pink   Panther"   (1SS3)   Tad 
yaaaa. Daatd Nn*n 
BOO 
IOJCSBNEWS 
TMS WEEK  IN  PARLIA- 
noaal ay Fkgra RhaU Schraab. A 
young BBBBB MaaWpa 16 dBNr- 
• SB Braauft of a 
12 OO 
I   COLLEGE   BASKET 
e&nrat 
! 
;NT 
NBC NEWS 
PUTTIN' ON THE MfTS 
FESTIVAL   B« 
OJ     SATUROAY      NIGHTS 
MAIN EVENT Pro a 
peaak Raearve aMBah Bat Kara- 
kuT-. a ntd daoan that •*» tor- 
rr*nyvaaaMlao*. 
■ OJ L*EBTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS -a* 
tured Joan CoBna. a lour of Lon- 
don wRh Emma BBBBB and Trta- 
tan Rogara. tha Engftyh ran*, ol 
John 
OJ FAMLY  TBS Ah* gat* a 
RB BB ■ leech. ■ «* and I Ban 
tume out to M a atuoem at lae 
obaa naavaoO 
(THE AVENGERS 
FVTTB*- ON THE HTTB 
UpaBBBBl nauSaona of Bah, 
kbara Rab* YeB." The Catnrara' 
Lowe Pattan No. *" and Vtau 
Can'a rtMs*tB-r*m 
OJ NATURE A etudv of men . 
enap **h the Artbt and «e 
-aaate San 3 of 3) a> aaaroo g 
S:1B 
■ NATURE A atudy of man a 
laaaaBBBj BBS the Atcbc and tat 
araoVa (Port 3 of 3) bi ooarao Q 
04*9 
OJ    AJaLAZING    STORBES   A 
mpn who ltaa appn ai a osma tor 
40 MSB iraieiiteeLaaaa *eth an 
unorjnacaoue   7-yaar-oM    gat     bi 
fj WMArS HAPPENING 
NOWii Vahan haSna a 
, HIOH  SCHOOL  QOtZ B« 
raajng ro* rear a*, ety* 
BBPHI NHL  HOCKEY > 
PN.   FMn  M   Fttnomgn   OBi IM 
oe* 
MOVC    OMS' 
THE QUEEN ANO HER    PnU lUx Fnaofi. 
OPEM: 
•ton.-Thun. o'am-goin 
Fri Paa-ttpa 
Sa. 7am 10pm 
Sun.8am-9pm 
*18.I*BM 
BBB*S|arBBS,OaiB 
352-4123 
(sa*toVsrstyL*B*s) 
Saturday  Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
Includes all you can e il 
iou|) salad and desert Buffet 
plus chorea of potato 
Call ua about our 
Da|ly Specials 352-0123 
^hw Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
rJLinden Jree Iw.sl an ram 
Saturday and Sunday 
8 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Breakfast Buffet 
All you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Across from Harshman Quad 
Nlll"-2 
Ihiwliili! (iiri'ii 
-r>*vfp»»<10"* 
I WO~r»      ■«)   -yayyuti-      »w«n    ar-s-~» 
TH t wnum ««—> 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Techno 
Textui 
ways Ow »fW< •** •** 
«■« Aaot*- ■•!#. ■•*!»• ~* 
* ig^-»   a* ■ Oh* <b *e- •»» 
;TorTjm»nrt(HB      |*A_. 
(Hit  I All I I >) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For your 
Cut  Flower  &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
'Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
•earrings 
•Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Se/ecfad Ifms) 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main    342-4770 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Moa. - Than. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tapes 
only '8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations in NW Ohio 
• men .mo late* U'M "to he) 
own hende when a woal teem 
ee*ty aim h* dauoh** * mur< 
dsrsr to ejo tree. Q 
Ssf THE DEFENCE Of CAN- 
ADA G-v-n. D>« eaam-vae the 
S*kacta of •near, aw) *"—car 
press aa io avvohe Canada m* 
lardy *■ world deputes (Pan 1 ol 
0  MOVIE   • * *     48  HftS 
119831 N«* Nona Cdde> Murpn. 
An   (Mortnodoa   pokes   detective 
»sem* *.m a temper.*, IIMNM 
COmnct   IDtMl futfTrva   murder 
• imp 
• MOVW Aooaptabta ■ - ■ 
(Pnsmeirsl <"■«(, Tyson Bnan 
Oerwany After an 4WM eco 
dent occurs at a K-- -'»".* 
pleni orhcae o> a nearby crty 
•a—bon thee abery io deef with 
a lara»*cafe — : j 
BMOVKOH kin Of The 
Damned IH75) Tony Bonn. 
Me*»sf Dag Aher maneroue 
»Wi "*v* reappeared on a 
WD) 'oed a bounty tuefter ia 
ceded m to nvsel-oate 
• START Of SOMETHING 
BrG Profess ol lob Hops Joan 
Coffer* and AAe lotssae. eke on- 
ffnaol Uoveiuey Uncst Sam 
ths b*m potato cf*>* and «a 
oream  (ft) 
• MASTERPIECE TME- 
A'lt Lord Mourabenan Ths 
IHI Vicarov Oaapte conanurng 
OMaoreameni among the vanom 
kvken fscMna Lous and Edanrta 
Mounibattsn thee last cornpett 
sd iatuctantt, ptapars to wave kv 
d*   rPanflc*8i:j 
fTMCl MOVIF ** Porky a 
"avenge <19861 Oan Moranan 
Wren Kmohi A poop o> Florida 
hash echocr. aiudanu match** 
•ana wnh ths proprietor of a local 
brothel    1 Q 
•:1ft 
• MASTE ".PIECE THE- 
ATRE " Lord MounVMnsn ths 
Laai Vceroy Pasprts oontvttang 
dMaorssmam among Ins vanoua 
Indian tectione. Lou* and few* 
Mountbetien ths* task icmpan 
ad rshjctsntfy proper* to Wave m 
<** (fanCol01 g 
10:00 
I CSC NEWSCJ 
WASHINGTON REPORT 
TORVtL AND OCAN. 
PATH TO PERFECTION Inter 
vanes and partormanoaa wah 
Jeyne Tomi and Crtnatopnat 
Oeen wvaws ol four world <*- 
dance DSas and ifwaa Et«op*an 
ftom Osvort   Uctl   IRi 
12:20 
fTMC) MOVIE  * *     Hotywood 
MM I«*a    11984} Donna McOan 
1. Maatssl Andraw 
12:SO 
0 TVLAPrEPI JOHN. M.O. 
IrOO 
I HAWAII FIVf-0 
APHICA   CONTINENT IN 
CRISIS 
UfPtl) SUFtFtNO Fro Cnsmpr 
onanpa horn Hunmgton Ssacn 
CaH IFIt 
t:JO 
f|      WOMEN      OF      THE 
WOFM.D 
• NEWS 
2:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NrOHTWATCH 
• WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL REPORT SchscVaw cn» 
■an roba lor Aimy ■asarana. T 
Boon* PaAana Via propoaad iw> 
iw batwaan Enajand and Franca 
ffSPH] AEROBATICS 
2:10 
(IMC) MOV*   ***    AgajnM 
Al Odda     Uteai  Racnal Ward 
J-rtBndgaa 
2:30 
• NEWS 
EFPNI SPORTSCENTFR 
30O 
IEIFN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL MidwMtarn Coaaffaia 
Conlajanc* CnampaMaNp Irom 
Indanapota. ind (R) 
4:20 
matt MOVW ** For*»a 
Ratsnga nSSS) Dan Uonahan. 
WyanRr^ght 
MONDAY 
3. IBS 
Joan  Van  Art   ol     Know  land 
monav Hom tna Traaatfy Oapt M 
mafeadoffa. 
• AIRWAVES It* a bcMnand 
I: MncTaaffMancaaar. JEOPARDY TAXI MAGAZINE Chcago 
tea anew hoataaa Oprafi irVMrsy: 
a look at 9m vaany what* rnajra- 
aon ajayj Baal CaWorrsa 
• WHO. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
I BENNY MIL 
THREES COMPANY 
S:O0 
all   •   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS. KING As pan ol an f a*t 
Waal apy aacnanga. Agancr haad 
fta> Matoaa a naU capow, 
■ DANGER  BAV Gram • av 
waiamani ai a top aacr at rscov 
tri oparanon ciuan JJ,   to au»- 
paci a tumanw Maon. Q 
IVOO AGAIN 
• ILLY        GRAHAM 
CRUSAOCp 
• • WONDERWORKS 
Anna ol Qraan GaHaa    Oaapaa 
har afforta at ttia Cnnatmaa Bat 
to w ha affacaon Anna and Ga- 
ban oaooma Mar nvatt   (fan 3 
atftlQ 
IOAU-AS 
STAR TREK 
m*C) MOV* *** M Chin- 
I"I C" (r. MB91) San Creaa. 
tanCharlaacn Soeal praaaira and 
paraonal ktvmefl Baaaf cwo <ary 
««arant Bnnan afNaiaa an tfaar 
way io gron/ n rha IS24 Fans 
Ca-mp«*  In Starao   PG 
MO 
O HANOIN' IN A taddy Baar 
cauaaa oonhaaon tar Kaaa: Maa m 
d- obaKi ol a clam ■ onan; 
I 
10:20 
■ THE QUEEN AND HER 
CEREMONIAL MORSES A 
look at Ma n rha "oval Maws - 
th* royal horaaa and tha paopta 
who cam tar diam and Ouaw 
fuabatht ctoa* awohamani n 
tna also* a oparaaana 
10:2ft 
0   VENTURE   I  Tha  Nat-jn a 
waroiow 1 
DA YT1M1 SPORTS 
8:00 
(ISPNI ARM WRESTLING 
• 30 
(ESFtll SPORTSCENTCR 
• 00 
IfSPhl   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
USA / MoM ChampasnatMpa Bom 
Madaon  SoMara Gardan m  Naw 
YoA  tR) 
11:30 
1O30 
•J KENNETH COPELAND 
fTMO MOVIE *#W    Vaman 
llftftAi  Tanetnv HVnon.  Lmdaay 
Cnauaa  Mambar* ol m *»padmor> 
taam aetovar  and oafroat a fr» 
Ban     40 000-yaar-oM     oraanaa 
.and ona marnbar wants to kaap 
iha icaman akv*  m Starao   Pf, 
11K» 
(••••NEWS 
TALES  FROM   THE 
OARKStOE A fade tafc show 
host IJarry Safar) haa raaaen w 
vadfiY whan ha naoahaa a aaraig or 
•ana pnon* caa. 
• PLANET EARTH Scaantats 
work to taaeek tha am a rnyaka> 
ata    nrAaBng    M>M»      ai«v 
12:30 
«SFM) PKA KARATE 
2:30 
SffPIII NHL  HOCKEY l^wadal- 
pha Fryara at Edmonton Oaari IRI 
SrOO 
IESN0 WORLD OF SPORTS 
MO 
BTJJPRi    COLLEGE     BASKET 
BALL REPORT 
DAYTIME MOVES 
0:00 
fTMC)     *•*'-.        Charata   01 
Fa*     (1M1I   Ban   Croaa.   Ian 
11:20 
I ABC NEWS p 
AN EVENING OF CHAM 
PIOWSIMP SKATING Top U S 
aritaaau afcaaani avAMlng Bnan 
■onano Jydv B*n*arg and M. 
cnaal Satan. JB Wataen and Fa- 
tar Ckjpagard at* - th* annual 
Harvard Umwwry ataang aaha> 
B:30 
m*C) • * a    Tha Yaar 01 Lmng 
Dangarouv,    119831 Mw G**on 
Sajournat Waavar 
10:30 
rrUO  **•*    fanny And AJ- 
aaandar     HM3I  ParnaH Ataan. 
Batt-Guvs 
1:00 
•   * * *    Twata* Angry Man 
11*571 Kanry Fonda  laa J  Cot* 
MO 
fTMO **   Ths Kaaa" I1BS3I 
Seen Gasrav Jaoan Fioohnew 
MO 
maci   *#*-.     OBvar natal" 
I1B48I   Reban   raawaon    John 
MOVIf    *** 
I Aral Ths Last 01 Tha 
» MBJ4|fcchardi 
ban. BMhs Oshwsr V 
Soon  FrogaiaVi maats f 
™ awaaa 
•    MOV*   ***H       »yt*' 
I1B78I  IFsrt  2 of II SaBy FwlrJ. 
Jaa 
• ENTERTAJNM«NT THIS 
WEEK r/aaraaw w«h Tyns Dary 
• FOR MY PEOPLE 
BBPNISPORTSCENTER 
11:2* 
• INTERNATIONAL BRrT- 
ISH RECORD INDUSTRY 
AWARDS Fnim tha Groavaner 
Novas si London lop Bnash and 
attarnanonal    maaac    acts     ara 
i acao srast and g^raa? 
Nraatnsas nekafi 
Crtsna rVuoa Spiai|SWSan TsM 
Tarnar. Pud Yaung. Dm Skaft*. 
Taara for Fasrs. Keet and the 
Gang and ZZ Toe. Host: MTV. 
tea. atakwaod. (Tasadl 
12O0 
• ENTTRTA1NMENT THIS 
WE EK sisar.kia a«rh Tyns Dfa> 
Bj'ooau* 
fffSPMI BOOYBUrLOtNG h» 
nonai   Maaad   Faa   ohamc-onans? 
MO 
NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNCL     /     LCHRER 
NEWSMOU" 
WONDER WOMAN 
DWF RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD . 
BjfJJBJJ SPORTSLOOK 
(TWO MOVK *** Tha Yaar 
01 Lfanaj Ctangarouaty D9B31 
Mai Qbeon Swpurnoy Vaaawar 
An iaaSJatBj anandhil. s Stlksh 
amtsssi calkaat and a Ewaaran 
oamaraman baeonw caught up n 
•a kanwR of 1MB Iriaonma sat 
ths M of Sukarno FG 
Q 
• BO 
■ CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
iAKNCWig 
• HAP-YDAYS 
• BUB*NEBS REPORT 
ESFNISRORTSCENTER 
7«0 
CM NEWS 
COUNTRY CANADA 
WHEEL OF FORTUFSE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   insBTvaw.    wah    John 
BjBjT, 
fNEWLYWED GAME 
BUBtNE BS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIOMTLrVE • 
IM'A'I'M 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
oanc* naa-uctor a a con arm Q 
• VALERIE Dand . arnow 
'assed io ba aasn n pubsc with 
tm ordtnary lookaw gkBrayid. 
MO 
• • KATE . ALL K . at. 
■nsgtnss what Ma wah ABa adl 
OS Mis whsn (hsy become aanror 
naasna 
SREAL FISHING 
MOVIE Dan, Of A Perfect 
MurrJar IrYamara) Andy Grrlhth 
ion lethal A father and^auphlar 
lawyw team take on tha case of a 
lamous TV punakat acceaad ol 
muroarrng ha aa-wda. an Atlanta 
anohcreaman. q 
• MOVIE Tha Chattan 01 
Tnvaa Sojuare IFrsmaral Howard 
E Reava Jr. Joanna Caaady 
Sssrcfang for a aanaa of bakjng- 
ng a laan igar <ea* at aRh a 
9*ng of drug-daskng youths who    Kampar 
hckar O 
■• • AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Adventures of Huokla- 
barry <«i * Huek Bnsrmpta to kaa 
Jm sftar hs a scad to ths Phape 
'am*, a aurpnang tewsjaon 
aanda MurAtabany beck to ths reft 
skans (Part 4 of 4) □ 
• MOVK *** (kaan 
Evas" H97 7I Paul VMnfakd Rrta 
Tuahrnghern * b*a van*" -a 
wAsran rahsns to Saajon to 
iisreh for tha young eon ha ah 
bstand 
• BILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSADE CJ 
KSFN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL AtUnnc Tan Cankarenoa 
Charnpa^ahv Lna) 
MO 
0  •   PJEVVHART  Oaorga a 
thread to ream that ha Crty awng 
< awtn* a coming to town  g 
■    FRONT     PAOE     CHAL 
LENOEQ 
tMO 
• • CAONEY ft, LACEY 
Csgnay s aRons to ayiast an alu- 
eve o>ug dssasr -eauKa n tragedy 
• NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• NEWS 
MaOJ 
rrhkCI MOVIE ** 'Bast 0* 
tana* neaai Oudray Moor* Ed- 
dra Murphy A racwaa sngnser i 
plana for a new tank gyro are h* 
Rnars Schesulad cenvatfcan Ron 
nra Shskss. amgar John Dsnvar. 
aajjaaj Cams Faahar stskaao. 
I ABC NEWS NrOHTLINE 
THE AVENGERS 
BENNY HBJ. 
BOSWELL'S    LONDON 
JOURNAL  Baaed on  rha aw- 
naJs of SootkWA sashor   Jamas 
BoanaB A young wrest taaasa Ns 
home m Eekshrgh to anaar seo>- 
ety rn 18th-century London   (Part 
lof 2>g 
EBPhTI SPORTSCENTER 
rTMCI MOVTE **H XsaYaj 
Heat'' H9B4I Karen Slack. John 
Thaw Baeed on a novel by Dons 
Lskaei g. A ejemen ftnda Faatkvg 
hsppnsss ahar rrwrrang a hvmer 
unM a aanaa of trsgaduw prop ski 
hat to ths Brink of nesrty 
I2O0 
• STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I EYE ON reOXLYVVOOO 
THREE STOOQES 
CSPN)    ODLLEOE    BASKET- 
BALL Aruons at UCIA naps da- 
M 
12:34) 
• LATE NKJMT WTTH DA- 
VK> LETTERrVLAN m skarse 
• COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guest* Machsfl Rose. Rnch 
Shydner. Taytat Nagron. Charia* 
Zuokar. Larry Scerano tRI 
12:443 
• MOVIE **H Crsakw- 
ton     H9'9i  Delta Burks   Lynns 
TUESDAY 
4. 1M 
MYTrME SPORTS 
MO 
IESPN1 SPORTSCENTER 
•:00 
■8PNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL Anaona at UCLA Oil 
11.-00 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
11:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL  Meeo Aosnuc Conference 
Cnernpvcnetap IR) 
MO 
■SPNI COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL Asa«ikc Tan Confantnos 
Champaonshrp CRI 
4:O0 
(EBPNI     LPGA     GOLF     1986 
Open rsgierattts. (Rl 
4:30 
nSPNI      MARK      SOS IN  S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
MO 
ESPN) FISHIN   HOLE 
sf>    BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
fM'AV;-M 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ESPh) SPORTSCE NTEh 
7:90 
• P.M.    MAOAZ1NE    Psrs- 
chuang train a hoi av ksSSen ■ 
•out of local nursery acnoote   Jet 
Sokarnon 
ffVVkNTERLUDE 
• JEOPARDY 
• TAXI 
■    P.M      MAGAZINE   Pars- 
chueng kom a hot as bokoon. a 
it Of bfUne 
UBBJB 
• WSJ), VVfLO VVORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
IBENNYHEL 
THREE S COMPANY 
■ BPN) WINTERWORLD 
•*» 
• • TRAPPER JOHN. 
M.D A rnadKal cnBssgue auftar 
mg kom a aavera lung semen t re- 
haas to have any aaa/attdrary 
nivars      achadwled      la<be'S 
Waken)  m etarao 
(ABC NEWS NtOHTLINE 
STORY OF THE CLANCY 
BROTHERS ANO TOMMY 
MAX EM A proFJa of *•* Stsh 
fokangera worn tnaa roots at Tip- 
parsry and Afmagh to *m IBM 
reunion concert at New YonYs 
LaxatoCentar 
I THE AVENGERS 
IBENNYHEL 
BOSWELLS LONDON 
JOURNAL Author Jamaa 
BcawaB rnssts Or Samuel John- 
aon nlcil eajg/aphy hs would 
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"Your Campus 
Florist" 
Red Sweetheart Roses 
$7.50 a dozen 
Cash & Cany 
PHONE 
353-1045 428 E. Wooster 
CHECK   OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wo carry 
both  Beta 
and   VHS 
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Collect 9 stars and get FREE movie 
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with rental of 
any two movies! 
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FALCON HOUSE 
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82 Off 
Hooded Sweat Shirts 
II Off Sweatpanti 
or Craw Sweat Shirts 
Expires 3/7/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
